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Summary of Feasibility Assessment
The following is a summary of the Feasibility Assessment for consolidating fixed-route transit
service provided by the Greater Portland Transit District (METRO), South Portland Bus Service
(SPBS), and the Biddeford-Saco-Old Orchard Beach Transit Committee (ShuttleBus/ZOOM).
This assessment examined current service characteristics, physical assets, financial elements,
administration and governance, federal, state and local legislation, operational and route
characteristics, as well as potential barriers to consolidation. In addition, a preliminary list of
potential benefits of consolidation is presented. A more detailed cost benefit analysis will follow
this report.
Service Characteristics
 Operational characteristics vary greatly among the providers in terms of the types and
levels of service.
 Rider profiles are similar among the providers and there are many common destinations.
 Each system has a unique fare structure and set of programs they provide such as the bag
and buy offered by METRO.
 Regional Transportation Program operates the required paratransit service for SPBS and
METRO, ShuttleBus/ZOOM operates a deviated flex route service. These two service
areas are not linked.
 The three fixed route systems use different means to share schedule information and
updates with the public.
 Within the last few years the three fixed routes providers have begun to coordinate efforts
such as with the Regional Transit Guide and honoring each other’s transfers.
Physical Assets
 No current facility has the space to accommodate all three fleets and staff. RTP and
METRO share space, METRO owns the facility and the lease for RTP expires April
2015. METRO must stay at their current facility due to their CNG requirement and 40
year FTA requirement.
 There are plans in place to construct a new facility for SPBS which may be partially
funded by a federal grant. Using this funding will require South Portland to follow FTA
procurement procedures.
 Each provider has a unique fleet requirement; completely separating maintenance
activities from operations would be unpractical.
 Each system utilizes different sets of technologies to plan service, keep track of vehicles,
produce work orders for maintenance, communicate and dispatch, collect fares, manage
internal affairs, and provide security.
Financials
 METRO and SPBS spend approximately the same proportion of their budget (12-13%)
on administration tasks, ShuttleBus/ZOOM spends twice that (27%). When the
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maintenance contract with YCACC is accounted for ShuttleBus/ZOOM spends
approximately the same proportion (22%) of their funds on maintenance as METRO
does.
The three providers have very different operator and mechanic wage rates.
How the local share is determined varies among providers. METRO uses a formula based
on annual miles traveled in each town, ShuttleBus/ZOOM uses a flat rate per community
and SPBS is entirely locally funded by South Portland. In general the largest shares of
funding come from the local match and federal funds.
All three are direct recipients of federal funds, though SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM are
new direct recipients.

Administration and Governance
 State legislation outlines the structure and representation requirements for each transit
district board, none of the providers follow this model. There is special legislation that
pertains to the Greater Portland Transit District.
 The management structures vary among the providers as no two organizations have the
same structure and the positions entail different responsibilities.
 Administration tasks such as marketing, accounting, and human resources are handled
differently by each provider.
 Operator contracts differ among the providers causing a variation in fringe benefits.
Federal Legislation
 METRO is the only holder of a 13(c) agreement, which as part of the Federal Transit Act
protects all employees affected by the use of federal money.
 The Portland Urbanized area recently topped 200,000 people which changed how federal
funds are apportioned to providers.
 As new direct recipients of federal funding SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM will be subject
to triennial reviews. METRO is not a new direct recipient and has been subject to
triennial reviews and have developed the capacity to meet FTA requirements.
 All three providers have a spare ratio greater than 20% (value recommended by the FTA)
but because they each have a fleet size that is under 50 vehicles they are easily granted
waivers.
 ADA law requires complementary paratransit service be available to serve origins and
destinations within ¾ of a fixed route.
State and Local Legislation
 Forming a new transit district would require MaineDOT approval as the three providers
are in different transit regions (as outlined by the state) and are not contiguous.
 METRO is the only provider of the three to officially have created a transit district, the
Greater Portland Transit District (GPTD). Merging into this district would not require
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MaineDOT approval as the legislation outlines a unique set of rules for this district.
There could be possible contention over selecting the number of new representatives on
the board for each community.
Within the last year there have been two bills proposed that would allow for creating
regional transit systems.
Due to changes in how 5307 funds are administered the state has altered the previous
requirement to formulate biennial regional operation plans by geographic region to a
quinquennial (every five years) locally coordinated plan for regional transit.
Maine’s status as a home rule states makes communities reluctant to give up local
control.

Barriers to Consolidation
 Twenty-nine potential barriers have been identified. While no barrier is impossible to
overcome, they must be recognized at the beginning of consolidation in order to properly
address the issues.
 The most challenging barriers to overcome will be related to federal rules and 13(c),
determining the new board structure and community representation on the board, altering
the paratransit service areas, and negotiating the different labor arrangements to combine
workforces.
Benefits to Consolidation
 Eighteen potential benefits have been identified. The magnitude of the benefit will be
dependent on the strategy.
 Benefits range from improved service and customer relations, joint purchasing, better
funding streams, to improved operating practices.
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1. Introduction
The primary purpose of the feasibility assessment is to provide a comprehensive assessment of
the current operational and route characteristics, physical assets, political, and financial elements
for each of the fixed-route bus services provided by the Greater Portland Transit District
(METRO), South Portland Bus Service (SPBS), and the Biddeford-Saco-Old Orchard Beach
Transit Committee (ShuttleBus/ZOOM). By identifying the elements that comprise each
provider, the Study Team will be able to identify areas of concern and potential barriers to
consolidation regarding two or more of the systems. This feasibility assessment will evaluate
service, physical assets, operating financials, staff resources, and political/governance as each
pertains to operations and how this could affect transit service consolidation.
Public transit in the Greater Portland Region dates back over 150 years to horse drawn trolleys
followed by electric streetcars and eventually buses in 1939. The systems were profitable during
their times and heavily contributed to the growth of the region. As with regions across the nation,
the advent of the private automobile caused a steady decline in ridership and these private
systems were no longer sustainable. It was during this time that many states enacted enabling
legislation that established public transit systems. Maine established law 30 MSRA 4971 which
allowed for the establishment of METRO in 1966 which originally consisted of the communities
of Portland, Westbrook, South Portland, and Cape Elizabeth. Service was provided by a private
operator until the district took over in 1973, a time when many private operators of public transit
nationwide were transferring ownership to public entities as costs began to rise and public transit
was no longer self-sufficient. This transfer of ownership allowed METRO to apply for operating
assistance from the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA), the predecessor of the
Federal Transit Association (FTA). The town of Cape Elizabeth left METRO in 1978, and in
1982 the City of South Portland left the district and formed its own transit entity South Portland
Bus Service (SPBS). The following year, the local match formula for METRO was changed
from the population base of each community to the percentage of annual METRO bus service,
measured in miles, received. In 2009, Falmouth joined the METRO district. ShuttleBus/ZOOM
was established in 1978 to provide fixed-route public transportation for the communities of
Biddeford, Saco, and Old Orchard Beach. This provider is a quasi-municipal government entity
which originated from an inter-local agreement among the three communities involved.

2. Service Characteristics
Service characteristics are defined as the operational aspects of the service provided to the
public. The following review includes an overview of operations and service efficiencies, an
examination of route performance, an overview of ridership and travel patterns, an analysis of
fare structures, information on required complementary ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act)
service, a description on how schedule information is provided to the public, and a summary of
current coordination efforts among the three providers.

2.1 Operations
Consolidation will pose unique challenges as the three operators provide varying types and levels
of service. METRO is the largest with nine routes operating in the towns of Falmouth, Portland,
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South Portland, and Westbrook with weekday service spanning 18.5 hours from 5:25 AM to
11:50 PM. According to the National Transit Database (NTD) METRO carries 1.4 million
passengers annually. This ridership level is eight times greater than that of ShuttleBus/ZOOM
and six times greater than that of SPBS. SPBS is the next largest carrier with 248,635 unlinked
passenger trips. While this is approximately 75,000 more than ShuttleBus/ZOOM, SPBS travels
fewer annual miles and hours than ShuttleBus/ZOOM.
Table 1 includes a complete listing of operational characteristics for each of the three providers.
Passenger trips per vehicle mile, passenger trips per vehicle hour, and operating cost per vehicle
revenue mile are measures of service effectiveness which show the relationship between service
inputs and consumption. Higher passenger trips per vehicle mile or hour values indicate a
system more widely used and typically a more urban system such as that of SPBS and METRO.
ShuttleBus/ZOOM provides service in a more rural area, as indicated by low passenger trips per
vehicle mile (0.43), low passenger trips per vehicle hour (9.31), and a high operating cost per
vehicle revenue mile ($9.88).
Table 1. Operating Characteristics
METRO

SPBS

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

Operational Characteristics
Number of Routes

9

3

8

Weekday

5:25AM-11:50PM

5:30AM-11:00PM

5:20AM-7:57PM

Saturday

6:30AM-11:05PM

6:40AM-7:00PM

10:10AM-7:05PM

Sunday
Unlinked Passenger Trips

9:00AM-7:15PM

No Service

8:30AM-7:05PM

1,465,891

248,635

172,734

Passenger Miles Traveled

5,980,835

N/A

450,511

829,676

189,331

405,934

1.77

1.31

0.43

Non-revenue Miles

20,824

N/A

31,535

Annual in Service Vehicle Hours

68,585

14,375

18,563

Passenger Trips per Vehicle Hour

21.37

17.30

9.31

25

4

$4.68

$4.96

Overall Service Span

Annual Actual Service Vehicle Miles
Passenger Trips per Vehicle Mile

Peak Vehicle Count
Operating Expense Per Vehicle Revenue Mile
Towns Serviced

Falmouth, Portland, South
Portland, Westbrook

One Trip Fare

$1.50
Day pass, monthly pass, 10-ride
Fare Media pass, Bus & Buy, student pass,
Scrip ticket sales
Coordinated Fare Transfers
Yes
Active Bus Fleet Size

29

Portland, South Portland,
Scarborough
$1.50
Day pass, monthly pass, 10-ride
pass, student pass

9
$9.88
Biddeford, Old Orchard Beach,
Portland, Saco, Scarborough,
South Portland
$1.00 -$ 5.00
Zonal based fare system: day
pass, student pass

Yes

Yes

7

16

The Greater Portland Region is a tourist destination, and this causes ancillary (as opposed to
core) routes to vary greatly. All three operators provide local service, and ShuttleBus/ZOOM
runs the ZOOM Turnpike Express, a commuter route from Biddeford to Portland. METRO and
ShuttleBus/ZOOM also offer seasonal route service. For example, METRO Route 8A only
operates when a cruise ship is docked; ShuttleBus/ZOOM operates three seasonal trolleys
between local campgrounds and Old Orchard Beach during the summer months; and the
Nor’Easter Express only runs when the University of New England (UNE) is in session. Table 2
shows a breakdown by route of service provided and illustrates that the average headways,
ridership, and operating span vary greatly within the region.
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Table 2. Route Characteristics

Route
Route 1
Route 2
Route 3
Route 4
Route 5
Route 6
Route 7
Route 8
Route 8A
Tri-City/Local 1

Current Provider

Number of
Days Operated

Service Span
(Weekday)

METRO
METRO
METRO
METRO
METRO
METRO
METRO
METRO
METRO

7
6
6
7
7
6
6
6
Varies

5:36AM-11:05PM
6:20AM-10:40PM
5:45AM-10:40PM
5:25AM-11:50PM
5:55AM-10:45PM
5:45AM-10:40PM
6:30AM-7:25PM
6:42AM-6:14PM
8:00AM-6:40PM

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

6

5:10AM-6:43PM

Average
Avg. Route
Annual Vehicle
Weekday
Length
Miles
Headway (Min)
(Min)
25
109,560
40
20
111,220
60
35
73,870
75
30
183,430
90
25
170,980
75
30
78,020
60
60
62,250
60
20
40,670
60
20
N/A
40
120

Annual Cost

Annual
Revenue

$550,511
$1,163,405
$496,489
$1,425,798
$906,800
$868,213
$625,756
$394,233
N/A

$106,460
$123,331
$52,358
$240,249
$184,565
$61,690
$45,846
$104,440
N/A

$500,000

$500,000

120
150,000

Tri-City/Local 2

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

6

6:10AM-7:57PM

120

Intercity/Portland

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

7

6:25AM-10:20PM

120-180

80,000

120-180

$225,000

$225,000

Turnpike Express

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

5

32

57,000

65

$310,000

$310,000

West Side Trolley
Route One Trolley

ShuttleBus/ZOOM
ShuttleBus/ZOOM

7
7

6:00AM-9:30AM
2:45PM-6:40PM
10:05AM-Midnight
10:30AM-Midnight

60
60

N/A
N/A

60
60

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

East Side Trolley

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

7

10:00AM-Midnight

Nor'Easter Express

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

7

SPBS

6

7:30AM-9:45PM
(11:05PM FRI)
6:35AM-11:10PM

SPBS

6

SPBS

5

Route 21
Route 24A
Route 24B
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60

120

N/A

60

Towns Serviced
Portland
Portland, Westbrook
Portland
Portland, Westbrook
Portland, South Portland
Falmouth, Portland
Falmouth, Portland
Portland
Portland
Biddeford, Old Orchard
Beach, Saco
Biddeford, Old Orchard
Beach, Saco
Biddeford, Old Orchard
Beach, Portland, Saco,
Scarborough, South
Portland
Biddeford, Old Orchard
Beach, Portland, Saco
Old Orchard Beach
Old Orchard Beach, Saco
Old Orchard Beach,
Scarborough

Annual
Ridership

Passengers
per Mile

201,253
219,674
100,464
338,284
291,311
109,623
84,346
138,745
N/A

1.84
1.98
1.36
1.84
1.70
1.41
1.35
3.41
N/A

90,000

0.60

Cost per
Unlinked
Cost per Mile
Passenger Trip
$2.74
$5.02
$5.30
$10.46
$4.94
$6.72
$4.21
$7.77
$3.11
$5.30
$7.92
$11.13
$7.42
$10.05
$2.84
$9.69
N/A
N/A
$5.56

$3.33

Subsidy per
passenger

Route Type

$2.21 Local
$4.73 Local
$4.42 Local
$3.50 Local
$2.48 Local
$7.36 Local
$6.88 Local
$2.09 Local
N/A Seasonal Service
$0.00

Local
Local

33,000

0.41

$6.82

$2.81

$0.00

42,000

0.74

$7.38

$5.44

$0.00

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Commuter
N/A Summer Seasonal
N/A Summer Seasonal

N/A

N/A

Local

Summer Seasonal

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

30-45

41,000

30-45

$100,000

$100,000

Biddeford, Saco

10,500

0.26

$9.52

45-60

60,346

45-60

$389,650

$100,829

98,550

1.63

$3.95

$2.44
$6.46

Semester Service
$0.00
$2.93 Local

5:30AM-11:10PM

30-60

86,020

120

$540,162

$89,626

1.02

$6.17

$6.28

$5.14

6:20AM-9:45PM

60

51,500

120

$346,428

$33,610

Portland, South Portland
Portland, South Portland,
Scarborough
Portland, South Portland,
Scarborough

0.64

$10.55

$6.73

$9.52

87,600
32,850

Local
Local

Route performance varies not only among providers but also among individual routes.
Passengers per mile and cost per passenger trip indicate a route’s overall performance and
attractiveness. Higher passenger per mile values indicate a more heavily used service. Lower
costs per passenger trip indicate that routes are performing well and require fewer subsidies to
operate.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that METRO (blue) routes generally outperform those of
ShuttleBus/ZOOM (red) and SPBS (green) in regards to passengers per mile and cost per trip.
The one exception to this is SPBS Route 21, which outperforms all but two of METRO’s routes,
in regards to passengers per mile. SPBS has the most as well as the least expensive routes of all
three providers with $10.55 per unlinked passenger trip for Route 24B, $0.61 per unlinked
passenger trip for Route 21(Table 3), and an average cost per unlinked passenger trip of $4.96.
While SPBS has large variations in costs, ShuttleBus/ZOOM is consistently high with each route
costing at least $5.56 per unlinked passenger trip, with the average being $9.881 per unlinked
passenger trip. METRO averages a cost of $4.68 per unlinked passenger trip, with some
variation between routes. As with passengers per mile, the cost per passenger trip varies among
routes. The two metrics, however, do not appear to be correlated, so high numbers of passengers
per mile are not always indicative of lower costs per passenger trip and vice versa.

Figure 1. Passengers per Mile by Route

1

The average cost per passenger trip is larger than the highest cost per passenger trip by route because the cost
breakdown by route was not available for the summer trolley in the Biannual report for the region. The average cost
was calculated using the financial data for the entire system.
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$12.00

Cost per Passenger Trip

$10.00
$8.00
$6.00
$4.00
$2.00
$0.00

Figure 2. Cost per Passenger Trip by Route

Table 3. Cost per Passenger Trip

Provider
METRO
SPBS
ShuttleBus/ZOOM

Least Expensive
Cost
Route
$2.47
Route 1
$0.61
Route 21
$5.56
Tri-City/Local

Most Expensive
Cost
Route
$7.92
Route 6
$10.55
Route 24B
$9.52
Nor'Easter Express

System
Average
$4.68
$4.96
$9.88

Service standards are policies that govern how a system functions. These policies can include
driver operating procedures, guidelines for placing stops or designing routes and headways, and
wheelchair securement policies. It is imperative that these policies be consistent under any level
of consolidation, as they can impact the service provided. Table 4 provides an overview of the
variation between existing service standards and policies for the providers. Notable differences
among provider policies include the use of flag stops and the placement of bus stops.
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Table 4. Service Standards

METRO

SPBS

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

Service Standards
Flag Stops

2

No

No

Local

Headway Design

3

No
Stops must be ADA
compliant

No: too small of an operation

No

City Council has final say

No

Must Secure

Must Secure

Must Secure

Folded and stored

No
Must call in at end of each
trip if running late by 10+ min

No

Bus Stop Placing Guidelines
Wheelchair Securement
Policy
Stroller Policies
Unique Driver Operating
Procedures

No

No

2.2 Ridership
Ridership is an important factor in determining funding, so it is important to understand the rider
profile, key stops and the travel patterns, or origins and destinations, of the riders. Every two
years, METRO and SPBS in conjunction with Greater Portland Council of Governments
(GPCOG) collect on/off data to determine bus route and stop information needed for FTA
reporting. Southern Maine Planning and Development Commission (SMPDC), the planning
commission within the ShuttleBus/ZOOM service area, does not have this data available.
GPCOG also conducts a passenger satisfaction survey approximately every five years. The most
recent data collection occurred in 2011. METRO found that Route 4 was the most heavily used
route; 14% of passengers transferred from other routes; 10% of passengers were going to
transfer; and the typical rider was low income and transit-dependent (had little to no access to a
private vehicle). For SPBS, Route 21 was the most heavily used route; 14% of passengers
transferred from another route; and 11% of passengers were going to transfer. The rider
demographic profile was similar to that of METRO.
While the 2011 survey did not explore origins and destinations, this data was gathered in 2005.
At that time, the most common destinations among METRO riders were stops along Congress
Street or Elm Street, the Pulse, and the Maine Mall. The most common destination for SPBS
riders were the Maine Mall, Southern Maine Community College (SMCC), and Haromon’s and
Barton’s Florist at the intersection of High, Congress, and Forest Avenue.
Major ridership generators for the region include educational institutions, medical facilities,
industrial areas, commercial areas, business parks, and recreational areas. Within Cumberland
and York Counties there are six higher educational institutions, 14 industrial/technology parks,
four business parks, three major hospitals, and numerous commercial and other developments
such as those at Biddeford Crossing and the Maine Mall. Maps produced for the South
2

Locations for which there are no bus stop signs, but passengers can wave a bus to stop or request to be dropped off.
The policies which determine how a providers establishes the time interval between consecutive vehicles on the
same route.
3
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Portland/Saco Bay Transit Study show that many of these major employers are within a ¼-mile
of a bus route but also lack Sunday and/or Saturday service.

2.3 Fares
Achieving a single fare structure may pose issues of concern for consolidation. Currently each
system has unique fare structures and fare programs they provide. While some of these efforts
are coordinated many are not. A consistent fare structure and set of programs would need to be
coordinated and mutually agreed upon as to not confuse passengers and to minimize operator and
passenger confrontations.
While the three providers have different fare structures, they have recently made efforts to
coordinate fares such as the METRO and SPBS monthly pass. A uniform pass does not currently
exist, but each provider does accept transfers from the other two. An exception to this system is
outbound trips from Congress Street, for which no transfers will be given by SPBS.
ShuttleBus/ZOOM has a varying fare structure that is determined by route. Fares range from
$1.00 for the summer Old Orchard Beach Trolleys to $5.00 for the ZOOM Turnpike Express.
Table 5 provides a breakdown of fares by route for ShuttleBus/ZOOM. The Intercity/Portland
Service route utilizes a zonal fare system where travel within one zone is $1.50, travel among
two zones is $3.00, and travel through all three zones is $5.00. Figure 3 shows a map of the
zones.
Table 5. ShuttleBus/ZOOM Fare Structure

Route
Tri-City/Local Service
Intercity/Portland Service
ZOOM Turnpike Express
Summer Trolley
Nor'Easter Express
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1- Way 10-Ride Monthly
Fare
Pass
Pass
$1.25
--$25
$1.50-$5 $23-$39
--$5.00
$39
$100.00
$1.00
----$1.25
-----

Figure 3. Zonal Fare System Map for ShuttleBus/ZOOM

The base fare for SPBS and METRO is $1.50. Additionally, they both offer ten-ride ticket
passes, monthly passes, discounts to K-12 students ($1 fares), half-fares for the elderly and
disabled, and free fares to Southern Maine Community College (SMCC) students with a proper
student ID. SMCC subsidizes the cost through student fees and tuition. They jointly offer a $45
monthly pass which can be used on both systems, but neither honors the other’s ten-ride ticket
passes. Ten-ride ticket passes are $13.50 for either provider. Both systems honor Regional
Transportation Program (RTP)/Medicare passes when properly stamped. METRO also offers a
day pass for $5 and unique programs such Bus & Buy, Park & Shop, and Ride the Bus – Borrow
a Book which gives the rider a free return trip for shopping at certain businesses.

2.4 Paratransit
All three transit providers are required to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 (ADA) which states that fixed-route transportation systems must provide comparable
complementary paratransit service for individuals with disabilities. The service is door-to-door
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but is not required to follow the path of a fixed-route. The origin and destination, however, must
be within a certain distance of the fixed-route. The Regional Transportation Program (RTP)
operates the federally required complementary door-to-door paratransit services for METRO and
SPBS. The RTP service area, shown in Figure 4, is for any origin and any destination within ¾mile of a fixed-route in Portland, South Portland, Falmouth, or Westbrook. Each community
allocates a local operating subsidy to their respective transit provider, who in turn allocates it to
RTP. The local subsidy to operate the ADA service is $230,739 for METRO and $63,430 for
SPBS. As required by the FTA each provider gets a bid (fixed price quote) from RTP to provide
the service. In the case of South Portland the cost is entirely absorbed by SPBS whereas METRO
divides the cost amongst Portland, Westbrook and Falmouth.

Figure 4. Paratransit Service Area for METRO and SPBS
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To meet ADA requirements, ShuttleBus/ZOOM operates a flexible-route service where the
vehicle will deviate up to ¼-mile off of the local route to pick up qualified passengers. The
paratransit service area for ShuttleBus/ZOOM is shown in Figure 5. Passengers must call at least
24 hours in advance to schedule a pick-up through this service. Annually there are very little
requests (less than 50) for this service. ShuttleBus/ZOOM charges $5.00 per ride each time they
deviate to pick up or drop off a passenger. Unlike with METRO and SPBS the local communities
do not pay a local subsidy for this service, the cost is folded into the overall operating cost.

Figure 5. Paratransit Service Area for ShuttleBus/ZOOM

Consolidating transit services within the Greater Portland Region may impact paratransit
operations due to the increased service area. ADA services may be required to provide door-todoor services for all points within the ADA minimum service area of the newly formed transit
area, thus requiring paratransit connections among the currently separated ShuttleBus/ZOOM
and METRO/SPBS service areas.

2.5 Information Dissemination
With today’s ever increasing technology, the way people communicate continues to change. No
longer is a paper schedule the primary means for determining schedule information. Table 6
shows the various means by which each provider communicates their schedule information and
provides updates to the public. To consolidate the providers must align how their schedule
information is presented to the public.
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Table 6. Schedule Information Dissemination via Provider

All Schedules and Maps Online
Regional Transit Guide
Schedule Information in Google Transit
Call Number
Email Contact Complaint Question
Bus Signs with Route Information
Bus signs with Schedule Information
Bus Signs with Contact Info
QRQC Codes
Shelters with Posted Schedules
Twitter
Facebook
Other Social Media
Phone App4
Text-a-Stop4
Consistently Formatted Bus Schedule
Trip Planner
Service Alerts on Website4
Multi-lingual Ride Guide
Real-time Information
Link to Other Providers' Sites
Other Providers' Contact Information

METRO
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Discontinued
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

SPBS
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
To METRO

Yes

No

ShuttleBus/ZOOM
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
To METRO
Yes - regional transit
guide link

2.6 Current Coordination efforts
The three providers have begun to collaborate and coordinate on numerous projects. The first
step was in 2007 when the providers and local officials (transit boards) endorsed the
implementation of the Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System (PACTS) Regional
Transit Coordination Study. From this, a Regional Transit Guide was developed. This
document contains maps and schedules for the three fixed–route bus providers and the
Downeaster as well as contact and fare information for other transit providers in the area. As
previously mentioned, METRO, ShuttleBus/ZOOM, and SPBS have also agreed to honor each
other’s transfers, while METRO and SPBS have jointly established a single monthly pass which
can be used on either system. Other coordination efforts among the three providers include the
Branding and Marketing Plan and the Regional Bus Sign and Shelter Study Report. Together,
4

Coming with the new AVL software for METRO and SPBS
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these efforts represent ways the region has begun to work together to improve the quality of
transit service.
In addition to the above efforts, SPBS and METRO along with Casco Bay Island Transit District
(CBITD) are in the process of jointly deploying an automatic vehicle location (AVL), computer
aided dispatch (CAD), and real-time passenger information (RTPI) technology. The new system
will include communication equipment as well as fleet management, dispatch, and customer
information software which will assist in providing CAD, AVL, and RTPI to ultimately improve
customer service, increase ridership and maximize system efficiencies. They are currently
working out design and deployment details with Clever Devices. The procurement agreement
makes note that as funding becomes available other Regional Partner agencies will participate.
This includes ShuttleBus/ZOOM, RTP and York County Community Action (YCACC).
It is important to recognize the aforementioned consolidation efforts that are currently taking
place as they represent how the region has begun to move forward towards consolidation. They
also provide information on what the status quo is and allow for the development of alternative
scenarios.

3. Physical Assets
The physical assets of the transit providers include not only the fleet and equipment but also the
facilities and technologies used to provide transit service. This section provides an overview of
these assets which will aid in creating a needs assessment for capital projects and in identifying
opportunities to consolidate. This needs assessment will help create a ten-year projection for
capital improvements which will be incorporated into the cost-benefit analysis.

3.1 Facilities
3.11 METRO
The METRO facility has two buildings, the primary structure that houses the maintenance
facility and administration offices, and a separate garage for vehicle storage. Both buildings are
owned by METRO, are approximately 28 years old, and are shared with the Regional
Transportation Program (RTP). RTP and METRO have shared this space since the buildings
were constructed in 1985. RTP pays an annual rent of $2,750. The original lease conditions were
for twenty-years with two successive five year period renewals. RTP has leveraged both of the
two five year periods. The current agreement will expire on March 31st, 2015; the original lease
and subsequent renewals do not outline successive renewals beyond the original two agreed
upon.
The METRO facility was retrofitted in 2007 to install the necessary electrical and heating
upgrades and air monitoring equipment for compressed natural gas (CNG) vehicles and is the
only one in Maine where CNG vehicles can be brought inside. Both the maintenance facility and
bus storage garage were retrofitted with the necessary equipment. The equipment and a fueling
station were installed using funding from a 2006 grant. There are no caveats attached to the grant
for the equipment’s useful life but the compressor station (Figure 6) is being depreciated over a
ten year period.
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Figure 6. METRO's CNG Compressor

The 33,264-square-foot garage has six bay doors with two lanes and a diesel fueling station and
wash bay for METRO. METRO utilizes approximately 66% of the garage to house their 33 (29
active, 4 spare) vehicles, and all vehicles are stored indoors. The separate maintenance facility,
which also houses the administrative offies, is equipped with five maintenance bays, a tire room,
and a parts storage room (Figure 7). These maintenance bays allows for the storage of additional
vehicles at night. All bay doors for the garage and maintenance areas utilize a securing
mechanism. During the day they can easily be opened and closed from the outside, but at night
the lock is turned on and only those with keys are granted access.
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Figure 7. METRO Maintenance Area

The 29,027 square foot main building contains a conference room, all administration offices and
meeting space, a dispatch area, driver lounge and maintenance area and offices for METRO as
well as separate maintenance and office space for RTP. Within the METRO
administration/office building there is space to house additional administration personnel if the
space was reorganized. If capital funding becomes available there are plans to renovate the
METRO dispatch area and drivers lounge.
There is a CNG fueling station on the premises that is shared by METRO and the City of
Portland School Department (Figure 8). Separate storage tanks and dispensers do not exist; the
school bus drivers must call into METRO each time they fuel so that METRO can record the
City’s fuel usage and bill accordingly. RTP has a separate diesel and gas fueling station and tank
for their use only. There is a 2014-2015 capital project to complete and design the expansion of
the CNG fuel station as METRO continues to convert its fleet to CNG.
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Figure 8. CNG Fueling Station

3.12 City of South Portland
The City of South Portland owns the SPBS facilities, and as a city department, SPBS does not
pay rent. The facilities are located in an urban residential area and shares land with the
Department of Public Works and Parks Department (Figure 9). The maintenance and office
space are separated, but both facilities are over 40 years old, the FTA useful life for a transit
facility. The 6,251 square foot maintenance building is connected to the bus storage facility and
wash bay. This building was not originally intended to be a bus garage but was retrofitted for
this purpose in 1982 when SPBS separated from METRO. There is minimal space in the
maintenance bay to store parts, and low ceiling heights prevent the lifts from raising the buses
more than three feet off of the ground. While the facility is old and cannot accommodate all
maintenance needs, it is able to store the entire SPBS fleet of active vehicles. Vehicles slated for
disposal are stored outside. With a recently passed referendum South Portland has plans to build
a new Municipal Services Facility. Design is currently underway and will include space for
SPBS.
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SPBS Office

SPBS Garage and Maintenance

Figure 9. SPBS Facility

The office/operations building was originally constructed in 1950, is 600 square feet and
contains the director’s office, dispatch areas, drivers’ lockers, and bathroom. There is very little
room to expand. It also houses the computer server used by SPBS and the entire Public Works
and Parks departments. The building was previously used as a blacksmith shop and was
converted and expanded in 1982 for SPBS. In November 2013, the city passed a referendum to
issue a $14 million bond to build a new municipal services facility. The new facility will
consolidate all of the work done at the current facility under one roof, allowing for the sharing of
office space and equipment. Vehicles will be stored under cover but not enclosed, and office
space will include shared conference rooms, restrooms, and driver lounge areas.
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3.13 ShuttleBus/ZOOM
ShuttleBus/ZOOM is located in Biddeford and the property is owned by the Biddeford-Old
Orchard Beach-Saco (BSOOB) Transit Committee in conjunction with the city of Biddeford
There is one building on the property, and while it is only 33 years old, it is in poor condition.
An RFP was issued in November 2013 to replace the roof, as it is leaking. This 11,514 square
foot building contains five maintenance bays and limited office/driver space. Maintenance
utilizes 8,498 square feet and the office/driver area 1,509 square feet split evenly between two
floors. Indoor vehicle storage can only house eight buses, leaving more than half of the fleet to
be stored outdoors. Space is limited at this facility but there is some room to grow the facility as
it is situated on 2.9 acres of land
A comparison of the each provider’s facilities is located in Table 7.
Table 7. Facilities Information
METRO
Facilities and Housing
Office/Maintenance Combined or Separated
Property Owned, Leased, or Government
Building Age
Building Condition
Number of Maintenance Bays
Indoor Vehicle Storage
Parts/Inventory Storage
Facility Maintenance Program
Maintenance of Facilities

SPBS

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

Combined
Owned
30
Good
5
34+

Separated
Combined
Government
Government
63
33
Poor
Poor
3
5
8
8
Minimal space in
Parts Room
On premise
maintenance bay
Yes
No
No
Contracts out major work Contracts out major work Contracts out major work

A review of the facilities show that with the current fleets no one garage has the capacity to
house all three fleets and ShuttleBus/ZOOM is the only provider with the acreage to expand.
METRO has the current capacity to store up to eight additional vehicles if maintenance bays are
utilized but does not have the land to expand facilities. The lease agreement between METRO
and RTP is set to expire April 2015. If it is not renewed there would be sufficient space to
accommodate the indoor storage of all three fleets. Office space is limited at the SPBS and
ShuttleBus/ZOOM facilities but METRO has space to accommodate additional employees.

3.2 Equipment
Each provider has a unique set of fleet requirements (Table 8), but ShuttleBus/ZOOM has the
largest variation in equipment. They operate standard heavy duty buses (SHDB), medium-heavy
duty buses (MHDB), and trolleys. Due to their vast needs and small system, their spare ratio is
89%. Spare ratio is the number of spare vehicles during peak service divided by the number of
vehicles required for annual maximum service. SPBS operates four vehicles during peak service
using a fleet of seven. They do not have the unique need for multiple vehicles types like
ShuttleBus/ZOOM but still have a high spare ratio of 75%. This is not uncommon for systems
with fewer than ten vehicles. The FTA states that a “normal ratio” should not exceed 20%, see
section 6.14 Spare Ratio Waiver for further clarification. METRO has the largest fleet at 33
vehicles, with the average vehicle having a passenger capacity (seated) of 35. This is four more
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passenger seats than SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM. The average age of SHDB bus in the United
States is eight years. While the fleet for SPBS is on par with the national average, METRO and
ShuttleBus/ZOOM have fleets that are 1.8 years older than the national average. According to
the FTA, SHDB’s have a useful life (the service life requirement for a vehicle that is federally
funded) of 12 years and MHDB’s of 7 years
Table 8. Table of Maintenance Assets

Facility and Equipment assets
Bus Fleet Size (Active and Inactive)
Spare Ratio
Average Fleet Age (Years)
Average Vehicle Size (Passenger Seats)
Vehicle Types
Lifts
Pits
Welding Equipment
Overhead Bay Doors
Hydraulic Equipment
Diagnostic Equipment

METRO

SPBS

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

33
32%
9.8
35
SHDB, MHDB
3
1
Yes
245
Yes
Yes

7
75%
7.8
31
SHDB
1
0
No
8
No
Yes

17
89%
9.8
31
SHDB, MHDB, Trolley
2
1
Yes
6
No
Yes

The maintenance equipment used varies and is dependent on the size of operations. METRO’s
maintenance facility is fully equipped with lifts, pits, welding, hydraulic, and diagnostic
equipment because the majority of maintenance projects are done in house. SPBS is equipped
only with one lift and a set of diagnostic equipment, as they only perform routine preventative
maintenance. ShuttleBus/ZOOM has two lifts, one pit, welding equipment and diagnostic
equipment. The equipment used by ShuttleBus/ZOOM must maintain both its fleet and that of
York County Community Action Corporation (YCCAC).
Due to the unique vehicle requirements of each provider’s garage it would be unpractical to
completely separate maintenance from the fleet. It may be possible to consolidate large
maintenance projects as SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM currently outsource this work. Routine
and preventative maintenance should remain at a facility if there is a fleet there. METRO has the
equipment and man power to undertake the maintenance of a larger fleet. The ratio of mechanics
to vehicles for METRO is currently 1:4.13 which is much lower than that of SPBS (1:8) and
ShuttleBus/ZOOM (1:19) which indicates they are best situated to take on additional work.

3.3 System Technology
Each system utilizes different sets of technologies to plan service, keep track of vehicles,
produce work orders for maintenance, communicate, collect fares, manage internal affairs, and
provide security. Differences in technology can result in cross-compatibility issues when
5

Includes garage, maintenance and fueling overhead bay doors for both METRO and RTP
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integrating fleets, systems, and operations. The following assessment will explore what each
provider currently uses for technology. As previously noted, SPBS and METRO (in conjunction
with Casco Bay Island Transit District) are in the process of jointly purchasing new CAD/AVL
and real-time passenger information technology. It is anticipated that in the future the other
regional partners, including ShuttleBus/ZOOM, will participate as funding becomes available.
3.31 Service Planning
As stated above, SPBS and METRO are in the process of jointly deploying a CAD/AVL and
RTPI system. The Clever Devices technology will include the following fixed end software
application deliverables: CleverCAD, BusTime, Clever Reports, CleverWorks and BusLink (for
bulk data transfers via WLAN when buses enter the garage). Other fixed end deliverables
include all required hardware such as dispatch workstations, servers, data communication
controls, vehicle logic units with integrated GPS as well other interfaces and equipment on-board
the vehicles.
CleverCAD allows the dispatchers to maintain constant contact with the transit buses and can be
used to monitor on-time performance, track vehicle location, and provide a real-time picture of
the entire in-service fleet through the use of active mapping displays. This information can be
used to not only coordinate transfers or optimize route performance but also to know if a vehicle
is in trouble. In addition, Clever Reports produces a host of reports that can monitor general
activity, route statistics, and vehicle usage.
In addition to the Clever Devices applications, the software Sched21 Lite, provided by
Enghouse, is part of the AVL system and will be used for scheduling, runcutting (the breaking up
of a vehicle schedule into driving shifts called duties) and rostering (compiling daily duties into a
weekly package of work). Sched21 Lite has tools for building trips and blocking vehicles (a set
of trips that a particular vehicle does over the course of a day) and tools for setting up
parameters needed for manual runcutting and rostering. Runcutting for METRO had been done
by the Assistant Transportation Manager manually on paper and then entered into an Excel
spread sheet. SPBS previously did its runcutting and rostering manually using fill-in-the-blank
forms. There are approximately three schedule changes per year for both SPBS and METRO,
and each change includes new runcuts, rosters, and shifts. The Clever Devices software
applications and Sched21 Lite will provide new service planning tools for both METRO and
SPBS.
ShuttleBus/ZOOM uses Microsoft Streets and Trips, mapping software that helps with route
planning. Unlike SPBS and METRO who do rostering three times a year with drivers picking
their work using a seniority system, ShuttleBus/ZOOM does weekly rostering. As such, driver
assignments can change on a weekly basis. This approach is used because of the weekly
variation in workload and driver availability. The administration staff assigns all shifts and tries
to give the senior drivers preference in hours and shifts. Using different technologies may pose a
problem for consolidation, in regards to aligning routes, tracking information and preparing run
cuts and rosters.
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3.32 Maintenance
Both SPBS and METRO use RTA Fleet Tracking Systems for Transit Fleets by Ron Turley
Associates to keep track of maintenance records. The software allows the providers to monitor
the fleet, schedule routine maintenance, track millage, maintain spare parts and inventory, and
track work orders. By optimizing reporting, maintenance workers are better able to keep track of
vehicle issues and perform preventative maintenance, thus increasing the longevity of the fleet
and decreasing major repair work by catching minor issues earlier. Proactive fleet maintenance
is less costly than emergency break down repairs. ShuttleBus/ZOOM uses Arsenault Associates
Dossier Fleet Management Software, which has capabilities similar to those of RTA Fleet
Tracking.
3.33 AVL
SPBS currently uses AVL technology called Comet Tracker by ActSoft and METRO uses
RAStrac, which was a standard feature of the new on-board communication radios. Both Comet
Tracker and RAStrac will be replaced with the system being deployed by Clever Devices.
ShuttleBus/ZOOM is testing the SilverCloud Sync: Plug-and-Play GPS tracker by LandAirSea
on the ZOOM route. The tracker provides real time tracking to monitor vehicle location and onboard diagnostics. The software is entirely Web-based, and users can log in from anywhere to
the view live AVL information, generate reports or view historical playbacks.
3.34 Communications and Dispatch
Each provider currently handles their own dispatch and communications, utilizing various
technologies (Table 9). ShuttleBus/ZOOM communicates with drivers using a Motorola 2-way
radio system. The system is over 13 years old. They own the necessary repeater but lease tower
space. The radio system is compatible with that of YCCAC (the provider for whom
ShuttleBus/ZOOM performs vehicle maintenance), allowing for communication between the
two. METRO uses Kenwood NEXEDGE ® radios to communicate between dispatch and the
vehicles. SPBS has a very high frequency (VHF) communication system, utilizing Maine Radio
located in Scarborough. The city owns the towers, but each city department has its own radio
system and repeater. The tower for SPBS is located at the South Portland Public Works
Building. The new CAD/AVL technology will not replace the current communication systems
in place, but each vehicle will also be equipped with a cellular modem to communicate with the
data communication controller at the host site. This will enable text communication between
dispatch and drivers through the onboard transit controlled MDT.
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Table 9. Communication Equipment

Dispatch Specific Software
Radio Technology
Radio Compatibility With Other Providers
Radio Frequency
Age of Radio System
Dispatch Facility
Dispatch Hours of Operation

METRO
RAStrac
Kenwood Nexedge radio
Potentially
452.3125 and 457.3125
UHF Narrow Band LTR
<1
Same building
M-F 5:00 am - 7:45 pm
Sat 5:00 am - 5:00 pm

SPBS
No
Motorola 1225 Radio &
Cell Phone
No
Town
3
Office Separate
M-F 5:00 am-11:15pm
Sat 6:40 am - 6:53 pm

ShuttleBus/ZOOM
No
Motorola 2-way Radio &
Cell phone
YCACC
Own a repeater and lease
space on tower
13
Same building
M-F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm

3.35 Onboard Equipment
Onboard equipment can include automatic passenger counters (APC), automatic voice
annunciation (AVA), internal LED (light-emitting diode) signs, automated destination signs,
safety surveillance cameras, and fare box media collection. Currently none of the fleets have
APC technology onboard. With the installation of the Clever Devices AVL technology APC
technology will be installed and integrated into the METRO fleet but not the SPBS fleet. There
are no current plans for ShuttleBus/ZOOM to install automatic passenger counters. SPBS uses
ProVision 4 Channel Solid State surveillance cameras on board all seven of their vehicles.
ShuttleBus/ZOOM has cameras on their four 2010 Eldorado/xfh buses, which are used on the
local, intercity, and zoom routes. METRO has ProVision security cameras on all 33 vehicles and
utilizes DVR video recording with memory card transfer to view recordings.
ShuttleBus/ZOOM uses standard Diamond fare boxes, not an automated fare collection system.
Operators must manually count each type of fare received. METRO uses GFI Genfare
CENTSaBILL fare boxes. These fare boxes are semi-automated and recognize a full fare and
may be integrated with the Clever Devices vehicle logic unit (VLU) in the future. For non-full
fares, the operators must punch in the type of fare received. The fare boxes are emptied each
night into the vault room as the bus is fueled and cleaned at the end of its runs. No money from
the farebox is handled until it reaches the vault room where one person is designated to count the
funds. SPBS uses a non-automated fare media collection system called Diamond/SV that
consists of a drop box and vault. The drivers use a series of passenger clickers to count the
number of passengers that board using each fare media. At the end of each trip, this information
is recorded and counters are reset to zero. The night time dispatcher empties the fare-box vaults
into the safe and the morning dispatcher is responsible for counting the money. None of the
providers have fare media collection devices that make change, so exact fare is required.
METRO and SPBS will connect all compatible destination signs with the onboard VLU to
eliminate the need for the drivers to make changes to the destination signs. It is possible that
METRO and SPBS will deploy AVA and internal LED signs over the next 5 years and they are
included as optional deliverables in the contract with Clever Devices. None of the providers use
intelligent transportation system (ITS) technology for fare collections such as magnetic strips,
smart cards, or contactless technology. When a passenger over pays, the operator must fill out a
reimbursement slip and the passenger must submit it to the appropriate entity.
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3.36 Passenger Information
SPBS and METRO currently have their schedule information available via Google Transit. With
the assistance of GPCOG, they were able to convert their schedule information into the GTFS
format required for the inclusion in Google Transit. This was done using an application called
Conductor by Next Insight Transportation Software, LLC. The new AVL system will provide
GTFS and GTFS real time export files for use in Google Transit. Schedule information for
ShuttleBus/ZOOM is not available through Google Transit. Consolidation would require that the
schedule information for the current three providers all be accessed by the public using the same
methods. For consistency this means that ShuttleBus/ZOOM would have to publish their data in
the GTFS format.
BusTime is the passenger information system application that aggregates, calculates and
disseminates information about where the buses are in real-time as well as next stop predictions.
The BusTime information will provide Web-based passenger information which will have
mobile-ready viewing for smartphones as well as the option to request email or text-alerts for
next bus information or service bulletins. In the future it is anticipated that the real time
passenger information will be available on dynamic message signs at key bus stops.

4. Financial
According to the 2012 National Transit Database (NTD) summary tables, METRO has an annual
operating budget of $6.4 million, which is at least four times larger than those of the other two
providers. While METRO has a larger budget, overall service efficiencies measures show that
the cost per vehicle revenue mile and vehicle revenue hour is higher than that of SPBS or
ShuttleBus/ZOOM. This indicates that METRO operates service that is less cost efficient (Table
10).
Table 10. Service Efficiency Measures

METRO

SPBS

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

Overall Service Efficiencies
Total Operating Expenses

$6,857,457

$1,232,998

$1,707,116

Expense per Unlinked Passenger Trip

$4.68

$4.96

$9.88

Expense per Vehicle Revenue Mile

$8.27

$6.51

$4.21

Expense per Vehicle Revenue Hour

$99.98

$85.77

$91.96

Total Cost to Taxpayer per Trip

$2.02

$2.91

$2.14

Fare Box Recovery Ratio

26%

25%

24%

Expenditures by department for 2011 show that SPBS and METRO spend the same proportion of
their budgets, 12-13%, on administration tasks (Figure 10). ShuttleBus/ZOOM spends
substantially more on administration, because of its increased costs from maintenance
agreements/consulting services and computer and security services. The difference in
maintenance budgets between ShuttleBus/ZOOM and the others has to do with the contract with
YCCACC to provide maintenance for their vehicles. While METRO does provide maintenance
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for Portland’s CNG school bus fleet, this cost is extracted from the overall maintenance cost for
the graphs in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Expenditures by Department

Administration expenses for ShuttleBus/ZOOM are the least efficient as indicated by the fact
that this provider has the highest cost per unlinked passenger trip, cost per vehicle revenue mile,
and cost per vehicle revenue hour of the three systems (this can be attributed to and justified by
the maintenance contract with YCCAC and the rural make-up of the service area). SPBS and
METRO have similar costs when normalized by passengers, miles, and hours for administration
(Table 11). In terms of transportation operation costs, ShuttleBus/ZOOM spends the least per
vehicle revenue mile, or hour. This decreased cost is offset by higher maintenance costs per
vehicle revenue mile and hour. SPBS spends the least on maintenance, with a cost per unlinked
passenger trip and revenue mile of less than one dollar. The higher costs for ShuttleBus/ZOOM
are associated with the maintenance contracts provided to YCCAC. For a complete breakdown
of each agency’s budget and the percentage of funding spent, see Appendix A
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Table 11. FY 2013 Financial Information by Provider

METRO

SPBS

SHUTTLEBUS/ZOOM

Administration
Total Wages

$330,933

$69,763

$150,757

Total Fringe Benefits
Marketing
Legal Fees
Audit Fees
Training
Debt Service - Interest

$192,974
$36,000
$30,000
$12,500
$6,000
$34,300

$63,600
$8,000
$2,000
$18,750
$3,000
$9,000

Other
7
Commodities
Insurance
Total Operating Expenses
Cost per Unlinked Passenger Trip
Cost per Vehicle Revenue Mile

6

$48,056
$77,694
$114,316
$882,773
$0.60
$1.06

$26,873
$3,452
$2,440
$1,500
$25
$0
$12,250

Cost per Vehicle Revenue Hour
Transportation Operations
Total Wages
Total Fringe Benefits
Fuel
ADA

$12.87

$14,510
$145,349
$0.58
$0.77

$112,308
$26,100
$71,850
$465,365
$2.69
$1.15

$10.11

$25.07

$2,195,203
$1,470,884
$560,259
$230,739

$517,354
$199,308
$145,966
$47,000

$204,051
$154,697
$292,300
$0

Other
Total Operating Expenses
Cost per Unlinked Passenger trip
Cost per Vehicle Revenue Mile
Cost per Vehicle revenue hour
Maintenance
Total Wages

$10,529
$4,467,614
$3.05
$5.38
$65.14

$0
$909,628
$3.66
$4.80
$63.28

$0
$651,048
$3.77
$1.60
$35.07

$523,618

$58,768

$183,520

Total Fringe Benefits
Parts
Utilities
Facility Maintenance/Upgrades
Bus Shelter Repair and Maintenance
Total Operating Expenses

$333,930
$374,322
$222,200
$36,000
$17,000
$1,507,070

$22,643
$78,454
$18,157
$0
$0
$178,022

$82,457
$297,026
$27,700
$0
$0
$590,703

Cost per Unlinked Passenger Trip
Cost per Vehicle Revenue Mile
Cost per Vehicle Revenue Hour

$1.03
$1.82
$21.97

$0.72
$0.94
$12.38

$3.42
$1.46
$31.82

8

6

$14,536

$0

$0

Includes C.O.G. services, travel & meetings, dues & subscriptions, Goodwill fund, computers, securities,
consultant services and agreements
7
Includes Schedule, ticket and transfer printing and office supplies
8
Pulse operating cost
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All three providers are above the national average expense per unlinked passenger trip of $3.60
for bus (Table 12). This is likely because while the Greater Portland region of Maine is classified
as an urbanized area the surrounding area is rural. Cities such as Boston, Chicago and New York
and their surrounding suburban areas skew the national average due to higher wage rates. The
expense per vehicle revenue mile and hour for all three providers is less than the national
average.
Table 12. Service Efficiencies

METRO

SPBS

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

National
Average

Total Operating Expenses

$6,857,457

$1,232,998

$1,707,116

N/A

Expense per Unlinked Passenger Trip

$4.68

$4.96

$9.88

$3.60

Expense per Vehicle Revenue Mile

$8.27

$6.51

$4.21

$10.3

Expense per Vehicle Revenue Hour

$99.98

$85.77

$91.96

$126.6

4.1 Wages and Salaries
Operator wage rates are determined by a union contract for METRO, a non-union contract for
SPBS, and the hiring manager and director agree upon wage rates for ShuttleBus/ZOOM
operators. As shown in Table 13, the wages vary greatly. METRO provides the highest base
beginning wage at $17.27 per hour, which is more than four dollars higher than SPBS and more
than six dollars higher than ShuttleBus/ZOOM. ShuttleBus/ZOOM has the lowest top base wage
of $15.07, which is more than two dollar less than the beginning operator wage rate for METRO.
All three providers use a tiered system based on seniority. The max pay rate for METRO is met
after two and a half years and has four tiers of pay. ShuttleBus/ZOOM has three tiers, but the
highest tier is not necessarily a maximum as rates can be negotiated with the hiring
manager/director. As part of their fringe benefits, all three providers receive paid sick days,
vacation time, and holidays in addition to benefits received from pension contribution, uniform
allowance, health, dental, and life insurance.
Table 13. Base Hourly Wage Rate

METRO

SPBS

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

Operator Beginning Wage Rate

$17.27

$14.50

$13.21

Operator Top Wage Rate

$23.93

$19.76

$15.07

The base operator wage for METRO is higher than that of SPBS, but due to overtime, the annual
salary for an SPBS operator is slightly higher than that of METRO operators (Table 14). More
than half of SPBS operators have reached the top pay level. Both METRO and SPBS offer
annual salaries for operators that are substantially higher than wages offered by
ShuttleBus/ZOOM. The salary for a ShuttleBus/ZOOM mechanic is dependent on experience
and is determined by the hiring manager/director. The ShuttleBus/ZOOM mechanics have the
lowest average base salary of $41,600 without overtime and $44,323 with overtime. While the
mechanic for SPBS has a higher total annual salary than the average mechanic salary at METRO,
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these values include overtime, which accounts for 11% at SPBS but less than 2% at METRO.
Without overtime, a METRO mechanic makes approximately $2,600 more than the mechanic for
SPBS. Due to the varying wage rates consolidation could result in costs savings but could also
result in increased cost due to operator costs. The administrative positions and salaries vary as no
two organizations have the same structure and the positions entail different responsibilities
(position descriptions can be found in Sections 5.2 and 5.3,). During consolidation special
attention must be paid to the organizational structure and personnel responsibilities so as to not
phase out positions where no overlapping duties exist.
Table 14. Annual Wages and Salaries Including Overtime

METRO
SPBS
Director/General Manager
$115,000 $81,900
Sr Director of Transportation
$80,700
--Fleet/Safety Manager or
Operations Supervisor
$62,200 $55,549
Dispatchers
$49,700
--Operators
$43,200 $43,728
Mechanics
$51,000 $52,918
Office Assistant or Bookeeper $39,900
--Executive Assistant or Payroll
Clerk
$36,100
---

ShuttleBus/ZOOM
$68,000
--$53,000
--$35,000
$44,323
$40,000
$34,000

4.2 Funding Sources
There are five main funding sources for each provider: state, local, federal, fare, and other
revenues. As shown in Figure 11, revenue varies greatly among the providers but overall there is
very little state funding available. SPBS receives the bulk of its funding through local subsidies,
as does METRO. The entire local subsidy for SPBS is from the City of South Portland.
METRO’s local subsidy is split by Portland, Westbrook, and Falmouth and is based on the
number of annual miles traveled in each town, the largest share of which are in Portland (Figure
12). Because SPBS receives such a larger percentage of their funding from local services, the
cost to taxpayers per trip is more than a dollar higher than the other two systems. The towns of
Saco, Old Orchard Beach, and Biddeford each dedicate $115,000, and Scarborough dedicates
$25,000 for transit annually to ShuttleBus/ZOOM. An increase in dedicated funding from these
communities would require the vote and approval of the respective city councils. To make up
for the deficit in funding, ShuttleBus/ZOOM has become creative by bringing in shopping plazas
and end users to help offset the increasing costs. ShuttleBus/ZOOM has contracts with Southern
Maine Medical Center (SMMC), the University of New England (UNE), and several local
campgrounds and shopping plazas to help offset costs. Additionally ShuttleBus/ZOOM receives
funding from “other” sources such as the maintenance contract with YCACC and advertising
which accounts for a larger proportion of funding than that from local or federal sources. Even
with these additional sources, the cost to the taxpayer per trip is $2.14, similar to that of
METRO. “Other” also includes money from sources such as advertising, rental/interest,
agreements with local colleges and business, and funding for supplemental school department
service. METRO receives miscellaneous/other revenues through a relationship they have with
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the Portland school district to provide maintenance to the fleet of CNG school buses. Refer to
Table 15 for a complete breakdown of revenue and subsidies for each provider.

Figure 11. Transit Providers Funding Sources

Figure 12. Communities Share of Local Operating Subsidy - METRO
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Table 15. Revenue and Subsidies

METRO

SPBS

SHUTTLEBUS/ZOOM

Revenue and Subsidies
Local Operating Subsidy

$2,958,202

$724,495

$370,000

State Operating Subsidy

$86,391

$10,318

$9,516

Federal Operating Subsidy
Job Access and Reverse Commutes
Subsidy

$1,226,486

$158,127

$528,000

Local Operating Subsidy ADA
Federal Subsidy Preventive
Maintenance

$230,739

$47,000

$0

$90,000

$0

$0

Fare Box Revenue

$1,789,653

$307,331

$410,600

Rental and Interest Income

$2,900

$0

$0

$70,000

$20,000

$0

Contracts

$29,866

$0

$299,000

Advertising

$212,000

$12,727

$87,500

Miscellaneous Income

$111,220

$0

$2,500

Approximately $716,460 has been set aside in the State Transportation Improvement Program
(STIP), , for the replacement of a bus garage for SPBS. The funding must be used by South
Portland to combine administration offices and maintenance facilities under one roof. The use of
this funding requires adherence to FTA guidelines for procurement for all parts of the project.
The FTA requires a local match for capital projects. In South Portland, the local match comes
from the South Portland General Fund via a Bus Reserve Account with a small amount
supplemented by Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funding. The local match for
purchasing diesel buses is 15 percent, alternative fuel vehicles is 10% and all other capital items
require a 20 percent local match. ShuttleBus/ZOOM’s local match comes from a revolving line
of credit from the City of Biddeford. For METRO, the local match is 20 percent for all capital
improvement projects.
All three providers are direct recipients of FTA funds and receive 5307 funding under the
Urbanized Area Formula Program. These funds can be used for capital projects, planning, job
access and reverse commute programs, and operating costs. As of the 2010 decennial Census,
the Portland region was designated as an urbanized area with a population of more than 200,000.
Due to the fact that Portland’s transit providers operate fewer than 100 buses in fixed-route
service during peak hours, however, the operators are able to use 5307 funding for operating
costs which is usually disallowed for 5307 funding with populations greater than 200,000.
ShuttleBus/ZOOM additionally receives 5311 formula funding for providing public
transportation in non-urbanized areas (see Figure 13 for a map of the urbanized area). Both
METRO and SPBS receive FTA section 5316 funds from the Jobs Access Reverse Commute
(JARC) transit program. Previously agencies had to apply for JARC, but with the inception of
MAP-21 it is now being formula funded as part of 5307 funds allocation. As direct recipients of
5307 funding each provider is responsible for formulating programs for JARC funding. It is no
longer administered through the state due to the change in status as an urbanized area. JARC
funding can be used to fund operating, capital, and planning expenses that either supports the
transportation of low-income individuals to and from jobs or support reverse commute projects.
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METRO has received JARC money since 2004 to fund the number 7 route called the “Falmouth
Flyer”.

Figure 13. Urbanized Area Eligible for 5307 Funding

As mentioned, each system has a variety of fare types and prices. Table 16 provides a
breakdown by fare type for each system and the percentage of fare revenue for each type9.
Slightly more than half of the fare revenue for METRO comes directly from the passenger fare
box; other primary sources include the sale of monthly passes, MaineCare passes, and ten-ride
ticket passes. The percentages of sales from MaineCare passes, monthly passes, and ten-ride
ticket sales for SPBS are similar to those of METRO. The notable differences between the
METRO and SPBS are that SPBS does not have Scrip Ticket sales (Single and half fare tickets
which are sold to agencies for distribution to qualified recipients) or the Bus & Buy program,
and SPBS has more funding from student passes and discount sales because of the UPass
Arrangement they have with Southern Maine Community College. With consolidation these
9

The value per fare type for SPBS is based on the total fare collection for FY13 and the breakdown by percentage
from the previous year. Data by fare type collected was not available for FY13
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funding mechanisms may change. Fare revenue for ShuttleBus/ZOOM comes almost completely
from the passenger fare box. The fare box recovery ratios for the providers are 26%, 25%, and
24% for METRO, SPBS, and ShuttleBus/ZOOM, respectively. These are all less than the
national average of 33% for all modes and 27.7% for bus only, as outlined in the 2012 NTD.
Table 16. Fare Revenue Breakdown

METRO
SPBS
ShuttleBus/ZOOM

Passenger
Monthly MaineCare
Fare Box
Pass Sales Pass Sales
$906,466
$260,536 $400,000
50.7%
14.6%
22.4%
$88,653
$30,426
$61,774
28.8%
9.9%
20.1%
$405,000
$0
$3,600
98.6%
0.0%
0.9%

Student Pass
Bus & Scrip Ticket Ten Ride
& Discount
Buy
Sales
Ticket Sales
Sales
Total
$11,944
$25,528
$181,180
$4,000 $1,789,653
0.7%
1.4%
10.1%
0.2%
100.0%
$0
$0
$41,371
$85,107 $307,331
0.0%
0.0%
13.5%
27.7%
100.0%
$0
$0
$0
$2,000 $410,600
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.5%
100.0%

5. Administration and Governance
The administration and governance section will look at the governing board and management
structure of each provider, administration activities, and union and non-union work rules as they
apply to each operator. This overview will provide a sense of structure within each organization
and aid in identifying areas of overlap and potential concerns that may arise due to consolidation.

5.1 Board Structure
According to Maine law, transit districts are formed by a vote of the municipal legislative bodies
involved and can consist of a single municipality, a group of municipalities, a municipality
voting to provide mass transportation service without the creation of a district, or a regional
transportation corporation. The size of the board is determined by the latest federal decennial
census, and each municipality involved is granted one representative plus an additional one for
each 10,000 residents, with a maximum of eight representatives per community. An exception to
this rule is provided in subsection 3 of Title 30-A, part 2, Subpart 5, Chapter 163 Section 3504
which dictates that the board for the Greater Portland Transit District (METRO) shall include
five directors from Portland, three from Westbrook, and two from Falmouth for a total of 10
voting board members. This exception to the law was a political deal to entice smaller cities to
join the transit district and prevent the City of Portland from having a majority rule on the board.
Portland sees this as a disadvantage, as they are not being accurately represented on the board. If
the district followed the original legislation, Portland would have seven voting board members
while Falmouth and Westbrook would each have two. Terms are for three years, and members
are appointed by the municipal officer of each municipality. Consolidating may require
following the original legislation or amending the current exception for the Greater Portland
Transit District.
The board for ShuttleBus/ZOOM consists of nine members with three each representing the
towns of Biddeford, Saco, and Old Orchard Beach. The board includes the mayor or manager
from each town. Of the nine board members, four are elected and the other five are appointed.
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The number of representatives on the board does not follow the structure outlined in Maine
legislation because the transit committee was established in 1978, nine years prior to the
legislation. The boards of METRO and ShuttleBus/ZOOM are responsible for approving
budgets, changes to the transit system routes structure, increasing fares, oversight in capital
improvements, establishing policies, establishing performance standards, and other business as it
relates to the operations of a transit entity. The city council acts as the governing board for
SPBS, as it is a town transit system. The council is composed of seven elected members, and
their approval is required to alter any routes, timetables, bus stops fares, and other service
amenities that impact the public. Consolidation may cause disagreements among the current
governing boards in regards to how communities are represented.

5.2 Management Structure
The management structure for each provider is different due to variations in how they are
governed, thier administration, and capacity. SPBS has two administrative employees, a
transportation director and an operations supervisor (Figure 14). The Director is responsible for
interacting with the City Manager who reports to the City Council, an elected body. The director
is also responsible for seeking approval from the council to alter service, preparing and reporting
all necessary data and information for the FTA and other bodies, and handling day-to-day affairs
as they arise. The operations supervisor is responsible for daily operations, responding to
incidents and accidents, and ensuring that service runs smoothly. Dispatch is provided by the
operations supervisor and operators. Dispatchers are responsible for communicating with
operators, handling incoming calls, assigning vehicles, counting the previous day’s fares, and
interacting with maintenance. Dispatch has the capability of being mobile and thus can be done
from the office, on the road, or from within the wash bay facilities. SPBS has eleven full-time
and two part-time operators. Each operator is trained as a dispatcher. In addition to driving
shifts, there are utility jobs which the operators can perform. The utility position includes
dispatch activities as well as acting as a spare driver, assisting maintenance, and cleaning
vehicles. There is one mechanic who performs routine preventative maintenance on all seven
vehicles.
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Figure 14. SPBS Organization Chart

METRO is run by a General Manager who oversees all of the departments and daily operations
and who reports to the board of directors (Figure 15). Under the general manager there are the
marketing, maintenance and operations, finance, and human resources departments. The
marketing department is responsible for promoting METRO and handling advertisement space
sales. The director of finance oversees the bookkeeping, financial data and required reporting,
payroll, and the purchase of any new technology such as the new AVL software. The Senior
Director of Maintenance and Transportation is responsible for the oversight of all maintenance
activities, driver training and safety, dispatching, and operations. There are a total of nine
administrative positions within METRO.
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Figure 15. METRO Organization Chart

There are three dispatchers for METRO whose sole responsibilities are to dispatch and manage
the in-service fleet of vehicles. They are responsible for monitoring driver arrival, assigning
vehicles, handling routine on-the-road issues that operators may have, interacting with
maintenance, and coordinating transfers. The dispatcher is not responsible for customer service
and scheduling questions. These issues are handled by the Customer Service Representative.
Dispatch begins at 5:00AM on weekdays at the garage on St. John Street and continues there
until 7:30 AM when the dispatcher then transfers downtown to The Pulse on Elm Street. A
dispatcher is on duty weekdays until 7:45 PM and on Saturdays 5:00 AM to 5:00 PM. There is
no dispatcher on Sundays, but there is one on-call, should an issue arise.
There are 12 maintenance personnel, including the manager, utility crew, storekeeper, and
mechanics. The utility crew is responsible for fueling, emptying the farebox into the vault,
cleaning, and parking the buses when they come off service. This crew has three members and
remains on-duty until the last bus comes in at midnight. Much of the maintenance for METRO
is done in house, and they have a full shop capable of performing large maintenance activities
such as engine rebuilds. There are eight mechanics, split between two shifts. In addition to
performing maintenance on their vehicles, the mechanics also perform routine maintenance on
the 13 CNG school buses owned by the City of Portland.
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ShuttleBus/ZOOM has four administrative employees: an executive director, executive assistant,
office assistant, and safety/fleet manager (Figure 16). The Executive Director is responsible for
interacting with the transit committee, seeking alternative funding, completing required FTA and
other reporting, overseeing contract and procurement, coordinating maintenance, addressing
complaints, and handling day-to-day affairs as they arise. The Executive Assistant helps the
director with the aforementioned tasks. The Fleet/Safety Manager is responsible for overseeing
daily operations, responding to incidents and accidents, relaying mechanical issues/problems to
the mechanics, assigning buses, coordinating road service, and ensuring that service runs
smoothly. The Trolley Coordinator is a seasonal position that is dedicated to managing the three
trolleys when they are in operation. ShuttleBus/ZOOM does not have a dedicated dispatcher.
This task is handled by administration staff as available. At the end of service, the farebox vaults
are collected and locked up. The Director, with help from the administration staff, counts it the
following day. In total, there are 11 full time operators and 32 seasonal/part time operators.

Figure 16. ShuttleBus/ZOOM Organization Chart
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The maintenance team (technicians and shop-hand) of three is responsible for maintaining not
only the ShuttleBus/Zoom vehicles but also YCACC’s fleet of 46 vehicles. With three
mechanics for more than 50 vehicles, the maintenance staff for ShuttleBus/ZOOM can only
perform minor and routine maintenance but is not equipped to undertake major work such as
engine rebuilds or vehicle overhauls. The cleaning crew is a shift similar to that of the utility
position at SPBS. It consists of one person who also has regularly-assigned bus shifts and is
responsible for washing the buses. Buses are washed on the weekend, but drivers sweep and
empty the trash at the end of each shift.
Each provider has a unique administrative layout and no two positions are the same. This will
pose difficulty during consolidation as position descriptions and workloads may change. There
are also differences in operator’s responsibilities, for example SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM have
an assigned shift for cleaning the vehicles and this shift can be folded into an operators work
assignment. METRO has dedicated utility positions for this, the work is not done by operators.

5.3 Administration
Administration tasks such as marketing, accounting, and human resources are handled differently
by each provider. METRO has a staff of nine employees and is able to handle all of these tasks
internally with a dedicated individual responsible for each task (Table 17). As direct recipients
of federal funding for the past 28 years, they are well versed in FTA audit and accounting
procedures. The City of South Portland handles human resources and accounting for SPBS, but
the responsible individuals handle these processes for the entire city not just SPBS. As a new
direct recipient of FTA funding, the city accounting department will be responsible for
submitting reports to the FTA. There is concern that the software currently used in South
Portland, Munis, is not compatible with FTA reporting standards. There is very limited
marketing for SPBS done by the city, so SPBS will often partner with METRO on marketing
efforts. The City of Biddeford is under contract to perform accounting for ShuttleBus/ZOOM.
As with South Portland, the city uses Munis software, is a new direct recipient of FTA funding,
and is concerned regarding reporting. The Director of ShuttleBus/ZOOM performs all marketing
tasks, and human resources is handled both in house by the administration assistant and by the
City of Biddeford.
Table 17. Administrative Responsibilities
METRO

SPBS

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

9
In-house

2
City Department
Partners with METRO & limited Inhouse
City contracts out

5
In-house & City of Biddeford

City Department

In-house & City of Biddeford

Through the City

Acadia Insurance

Administrative
Number of Administrative Employees
Accounting/Financial Services
Marketing
Legal Services

In-house full-time position

Contracts out
Internal - Manager of
Human Resources
Administration/HR Coordinator
Procured through RFQs, coverage
Insurance
liability 2,000,000
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Director performs
Contracts out

5.4 Unions
METRO has unionized employees while ShuttleBus/ZOOM and SPBS do not. METRO
operators and mechanics are part of Local Union #714 of the Amalgamated Transit Union
(ATU). As municipal employees, SPBS workers were part of the American Federation of State,
County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) union. The collective bargaining agreement
between the City of South Portland and the SPBS operators bargaining unit was for three years
and expired June 30, 2014, at that time they left AFSCME and are currently not part of a union.
The current union contract for METRO is for two years and expires December 31, 2014. The
terms of each contract negotiate benefits and wages, work rules, seniority, and the grievance
process. ShuttleBus/ZOOM has a policy and procedures handbook which outlines many of the
same things found in the METRO union contracts and SPBS work rules. These agreements vary
among the providers and must be understood and considered as part of the consolidation process
in order to limit employee complaints, legal challenges and the loss of employees.
The benefits provided by each transit operator vary, and a comparison of these benefits can be
found in Table 18. The significant differences between the providers include the difference in
wages, sick time, vacation accrual and scheduling, retiring/resigning, and assigning of work. As
previously discussed in Section 4.1, wages vary greatly by provider. METRO employees receive
12 sick days annually, and this time is non-accumulative and is not paid out if unused.
ShuttleBus/ZOOM full-time employees accrue ten sick days each year, and they can be carried
over with a limit of 150 days. To earn sick time, employees must work at least thirteen full days.
Sick time for an SPBS employee is earned at a rate of 1.25 days per month, which equates to 15
days a year and can be accumulated indefinitely.
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Table 18. Work Rules and Benefits
METRO
Union and non-union Programs Benefits Working Conditions
Probationary Period
Paid Holidays
Health Insurance

Dental Insurance
Income Protection Plan
Life Insurance

Pension/Retirement

Vacation Accrual
Sick leave Accrual
Grievance Procedure
Operator Beginning Wage Rate
Operator Top Wage Rate

80 days

SPBS

ShuttleBus/ZOOM

6 months

6 months

12

12
13
Maine Municipal Employees
Maine Municipal Employee’s
Health Trust (MMEHT)
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care
Health Trust plan PPO 1500 plan Comprehensive Point of Service
Dirigo Choice
Plan C
Maine Municipal Employees
Health Trust (MMEHT)
Maine Municipal Employee Health
Delta Dental MTCP 4A plan.
Comprehensive Point of Service
Trust
Plan C
Yes
NO
Administered through UNUM
Group Life Insurance – MainePERS
Yes
up to 1x employees annual salary
and MMEHT
Maine Public Employees
Retirement System Consolidated
Deferred Compensation
Plan (Plan A, 1/50, COLA) or
Yes
International City Management
Deferred Compensation
Association 457 Plan
International City Management
Association 457 Plan
1-6 weeks depending on years of 2-5 weeks depending on years of 2-5 weeks depending on years of
service
service
service
12 days per year
1.25 days per month
0.833 days per month
Within 5 days of the incident
In writing to the Department Head In writing to the Department Head
submitted to the Transit
within 7 days
within 30 days
Committee
17.27
14.5
13.21
23.93

19.76

15.07

The amount of vacation time received for all three providers is dependent on an operator’s years
of service. Table 19 shows how vacation time is earned and how the providers compare against
each other. Notable differences are how the increments in vacation time are structured, the
amount received with less than one year of service, and the maximum amount of vacation time.
Both ShuttleBus/ZOOM and SPBS have four levels of seniority while METRO has six.
Employees of ShuttleBus/ZOOM with less than one year of full-time service do not receive
vacation time. The METRO contract states that the District reserves the right to waive the
twelve months of employment requirement to receive vacation. To earn any vacation, an
employee must work at least 40 weeks or its equivalent.
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Table 19. Vacation Time

Years of Service
less than 1 year
1-1.99
2-3.99
4-4.99
5-9.99
10-10.99
11-11.99
12-18.99
19-19.99
20-29.99
30+

METRO
0
5
10
10
15
20
20
20
20
25
30

Vacation Time (days)
SPBS
ShuttleBus/ZOOM
10
0
10
10
10
10
15
10
15
15
15
15
20
15
20
20
25
20
25
25
25
25

Vacation time with ShuttleBus/ZOOM is accrued, and up to one year of time can be carried over.
To use vacation time, a request form must be completed and it must be scheduled with the
appropriate supervisor. It is possible to receive pay for vacation time prior to taking it if it is
requested at least ten days in advance. Both METRO and SPBS employees must bid their
vacation time. At METRO, the schedule outlining vacation periods for bid will be posted no
later than November 30 prior to the vacation year. All vacation time is given at the beginning of
the year and cannot be carried over and unless otherwise agreed upon it must be taken in week
increments. SPBS operators select their annual vacation days for the preceding calendar year
during the month of December, based on seniority. Vacation time is accrued and up to one year
may be carried over at a time, but it must be used by June 30 the following year. Bidding for
vacation is done in rounds a week at a time, and no two operators can select the same days off.
Upon retirement or resignation, SPBS employees with more than eight years of employment with
the city can receive payment for up to one-half of their accumulated sick days, not to exceed 30
days. METRO and ShuttleBus/ZOOM employees do not receive compensation for unused sick
time following retirement or resignation. All three providers compensate vacation time on a
prorated basis upon retirement. Both METRO and SPBS participate in pension plans, and
ShuttleBus/ZOOM provides their employees with a deferred compensation plan.

6. Federal, State, and Local Legislation
Federal, state and local legislation can have lasting impacts on a transit system. They often
dictate how a transit system can be formed, how it is administered and operates, where its
funding comes from, and any restrictions that may be imposed. This section will include an
overview of the federal, state and local legislation and policies which may have an impact on
consolidation.
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6.1 Federal
A review of federal legislation and requirements that must be met to maintain federal funding
determined that there are five potential issues which could impact the consolidation process.
This legislation includes Section 13(c) of the Federal Transit Act regarding labor unions, the
Urbanized Area Funding program known as Section 5307, triennial reviews mandated by
congress, Federal Transit Administration (FTA) spare-ratio, and American with Disabilities Act
(ADA) regulations.
6.11 13(c) Arrangements
Under Section 13(c) of the Federal Transit Act, an employer who receives federal funding for
transit must protect all employees affected by the use of the federal money. This federal statute
requires that employee protections, commonly referred to as “protective arrangements” or
“Section 13(c) arrangements,” must be certified by the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and in
place before federal transit funds can be released to a mass transit provider. For covered
employees, both union and non-union, these arrangements may include:
 Preserving their rights and benefits
 Continuing their collective bargaining rights
 Protecting them against a worsening of their employment conditions
 Assuring jobs for employees of acquired mass transit systems
 Providing priority of reemployment if the employee is laid off or his job is eliminated
 Providing paid training.
METRO has an agreement in place with FTA and the Department of Labor (DOL); if
consolidation occurs then a new 13(c) arrangement might need to be developed for the merged
entity. SPBS did not have a 13(c) agreement with the FTA when they were part of the AFSCME,
but the DOL does forward their 5307 application to both the AFSCME and ATU unions for
comment. There were no comments on the previous application. Resolving or amending any
differences in 13(c) arrangement is a difficult but manageable task, and it is an absolute
precondition to an agency receiving any federal grants, or even taking title to existing rolling
stock or facilities from another organization. Before an agreement could be amended or
developed, the DOL may request the following information:
 Who is receiving the funds? The applicant, recipients and sub-recipient(s) of funds must
be clearly identified.
 What is the amount and type of funding to be awarded?
 What activities will be undertaken with the funds?
 Where will the project be carried out, including jurisdictional boundaries such as counties
or cities?
 What service provider will carry out the project? If the applicant is not providing all the
service, who are the sub-recipients and contractors?
 What other transit providers are in the service area? Identify all transit providers who
compete with, feed into, or provide service adjacent to the funded service or capital
project.
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What labor organizations represent employees of the recipient, the sub-recipients and
other transit providers in the service area? Labor unions representing employees of the
grantee and other service providers must be identified and contact information provided

Should consolidation occur, it is likely that a qualified legal consultant would be needed to fully
analyze the 13(c) situation to be certain there are no issues or to determine what action needs to
be taken to address any issues. There can be a number of issues any time there is a merger of
transit properties, not the least of which is the possibility of paying several years of
unemployment beyond normal unemployment benefits. Relocation of or training to any group of
employees who prove their position has been worsened by actions supported by federal funding,
equipment, or facilities may also be a concern.
6.12 Direct Recipients of Federal Funds
Under FTA’s Section 5307 program, funds for urbanized areas (UZA) with populations between
50,000 and 200,000 are apportioned to the Governor for distribution. For areas with populations
greater than 200,000, however, the funds flow directly to a designated recipient. Congress has
defined “designated recipient” (DR) as the entity selected by the State’s chief executive officer,
responsible local officials, and publicly owned operators of public transportation to receive
funding from the FTA. The designated recipient has the primary responsibility for developing
the program of projects for funds. Up until July 2013, MaineDOT was the designated recipient
of federal funds and leased vehicles to METRO, SPBS, and ShuttleBus/ZOOM because the UZA
population was under 200,000. Additionally METRO had a special designation which allowed
them to receive federal funding for capital purposes. In March of 2012, PACTS was notified that
as of the 2010 decennial Census, the Portland UZA had breached the 200,000 threshold. Moving
forward, transit operators in Maine will become designated recipients of federal funding rather
than having MaineDOT serve as the designated recipient. The operators now will be able to talk
to FTA directly and potentially receive more funding from them as direct recipients.
Consolidation will require altering funding and the required reporting.
6.13 Triennial Reviews
Triennial reviews are an FTA management tool for examining grantee performance and
adherence to current FTA requirements and policies. These reviews, which are mandated by
Congress, occur once every three years. Each year, the review areas and specific questions are
modified to reflect new statutory or regulatory requirements and changes in FTA policy. In
addition to helping evaluate grantees, the review gives FTA an opportunity to provide technical
assistance on the latest FTA requirements. For FY2013, the FTA triennial review includes the
following areas:
 Legal
 Financial Management and Financial Capacity
 Technical
 Satisfactory Continuing Control
 Maintenance
 Procurement
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Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
Planning/Program of Projects
Title VI
Public Comment on Fare and Service Changes
Half Fare
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Charter Bus
School Bus
National Transit Database
Safety and Security
Drug Free Workplace Drug and Alcohol Program
Equal Employment Opportunities

METRO has received direct federal funding as well as federal funding as a sub-recipient of the
State. Because of this, METRO is subject to triennial reviews and has developed the capacity to
meet FTA requirements. METRO successfully concluded its most recent review in October
2013, and there were no outstanding issues found. SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM have not
previously conducted a triennial review because they were not designated recipients of federal
funds. Due to the change in MaineDOT policy relating to designated recipients, however, SPBS
and ShuttleBus/ZOOM will be subject to reviews in the future. Consolidation could ease this
process for SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM who are less familiar with the process.
6.14 Spare Ratio Waiver
According to FTA standards, the number of spare buses in the active fleet for grantees operating
50 or more revenue vehicles should not exceed 20 percent of the number of vehicles operated in
maximum service. For purposes of the spare ratio calculation, “vehicles operated in maximum
service” is defined as the total number of revenue vehicles needed in operation to meet the
annual maximum service requirement. This is the revenue vehicle count during the peak season
of the year, on the week and day that maximum service is provided. Scheduled standby vehicles
are permitted to be included in this count. Spare ratio is defined as the number of spare vehicles
divided by the vehicles required for annual maximum service and is usually expressed as a
percentage.
For fleets of fewer than 50 fixed-route vehicles, however, waivers to this requirement can be
issued. In such cases, the age of the fleet and operating conditions can be used to determine the
reasonable number of spare vehicles. Currently, METRO, SPBS, and ShuttleBus/ZOOM all
have fleets smaller than 50 vehicles, with 33, 7, and 17 active buses in their fleets, respectively.
If completely consolidated, the new entity would have a potential fleet of 57, thereby being
subject to the 20 percent spare ratio requirement.
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6.15 ADA Regulations
The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) prohibits discrimination against people with
disabilities in employment, transportation, public accommodations, communications, and
governmental activities. Title 49, Part 37, Subpart F dictates the requirements for paratransit as a
complement to fixed-route service. The requirement to provide paratransit is as stated “each
public entity operating a fixed route system shall provide paratransit or other special service to
individuals with disabilities that is comparable to the level of service provided to individuals
without disabilities who use the fixed route system” but does not apply to commuter bus,
commuter rail, or intercity rail systems.
The legislation outlines eligibility for paratransit services, the process that public entities must
follow for determining eligibility, transit service requirements, and the development of
paratransit plans. The key points of the Act for which consolidation of transit services would
impact the current paratransit services are those relating to the service area. The Act requires
that complementary paratransit service must be available to serve origins and destinations within
¾ mile of a fixed route. Additionally, within the core service area, services must be provided to
small areas not inside the ¾ mile but which are surrounded on all sides by areas that are within
the ¾ of a mile.

6.2 State
The state of Maine is divided into eight transit regions for the purpose of distributing stateadministered transportation funds and formulating regional operations plans (Figure 17). The
allocation of funding is by a formula which includes population, road mileage, and square
mileage. METRO and SPBS are in Region 6, and ShuttleBus/ZOOM is in Region 8.
Consolidation could occur through forming a new transit district, operating expanded service
without forming a district, or expanding a current district. When forming a new transit district,
municipalities must be within the same region or seek approval from MaineDOT before forming.
Formation also requires that the involved communities be contiguous.
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Figure 17. Maine Transit Regions
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METRO is the only provider of the three to officially have created a transit district, the Greater
Portland Transit District (GPTD). Title 30-A Part 2 Subpart 5 Chapter 163 section 3505 of
Maine Revised Statutes states that a single municipality or a regional transportation corporation
may be empowered to perform the functions of a district without creating one. This is what
SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM have done. Maine statute has a unique set of laws that apply to the
expansion of GPTD. First, communities wishing to join the district need only to submit an
application to the board of directors. Secondly, any municipality wholly or partially within the
jurisdiction of the Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System (PACTS) may apply
regardless of contiguousness with other members. Lastly, the number of directors appointed to
the board for the new municipality is not governed by the population level, as is required for all
other transit districts, but mutually agreed upon by the METRO board of directors and
municipality applying for membership.
In March 2013, an act to create corridor transit districts was sponsored by Maine House
representative Benjamin Chipman of Portland. The purpose of the bill was to allow
municipalities the ability to form districts along defined transportation corridors for the purpose
of coordinating transit services. The act was referred to the Committee on Transportation by
both the House of Representatives and Senate. In May of that year, the Senate ruled
unanimously “Ought Not to Pass,” and the bill was placed in legislative file, essentially stopping
it from proceeding further. The most current piece of legislation regarding transit coordination is
An Act to Facilitate Regional Transit. This bill was introduced by representative Ann Peoples of
Westbrook in January 2013. The purpose of this bill is to “enact measures designed to enable the
delivery of cost-effective, sustainable, and customer-focused transportation services that will
meet the current and future needs of the State.” The bill has been referred by both the House and
the Senate to the Committee on Transportation. In July 2013 it was carried over to the next
session of the legislature and was heard by the Transportation Committee on January 28, 2014
where it was unanimously ruled “Ought Not to Pass” and placed in legislative file, stopping it
from proceeding further.
As of the 2010 Census, the population in the Portland UZA topped 200,000, which alters how
federal 5307 funds are administered. Because transit providers are now direct recipients of FTA
funding, the State has altered the previous requirement to formulate biennial regional operation
plans by geographic region to a quinquennial (every five years) locally coordinated plan for
regional transit. The content of the plan remains the same but directs MaineDOT to work with
the Office of Policy and Legal Analysis to examine the statutes and develop recommendations
regarding reorganizing or updating Title 23. These changes are part of An Act To Streamline the
Laws Related to Transportation, which was signed into law in June 2013.
Authorities in Maine are established through special purpose legislation. The Northern New
England Passenger Rail Authority (NNEPRA) was established in 1995 under the Passenger Rail
Service Act. The Authority manages the regional passenger train service known as the
Downeaster and contracts out the operations to Amtrak. NNERPA is responsible for establishing
service, acquiring properties, conducting studies, entering into contracts and is considered both a
corporate and politic body in the state. As with a transit district there is a board of directors. The
board consists of seven directors including the Commissioner of Transportation, Commissioner
of Economic and Community Development and five members of the public who are appointed
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by the governor. Establishing a transit authority for consolidation would require enacting special
purpose legislation similar to that for NNEPRA.

6.3 Local
Maine is a state that recognizes the “home rule” of municipalities. Home rule is the exercise of
independent authority by local governments, and as such, each municipality in Maine has its own
charter in which it outlines its own system of local government and priorities. Home rule is
based on the idea that local affairs should be determined locally rather than on the regional or
state level. Historically, therefore, in home rule state’s decisions that have shaped the
development of zoning, land use, and transportation planning have been made by local
governments.
Because the consolidation of METRO, SPBS, and/or ShuttleBus/ZOOM would cross municipal
boundaries, the home rule system could be a challenge. While the affected municipalities have
already been working together on transportation issues through the SMART Committee, it would
still be essential to make sure that any inter-municipal service and/or decisions were in line with
the charters involved. Buy-in from the elected officials of the impacted municipalities would
also be paramount to the success of a consolidation implementation plan, and therefore these
individuals would need to be engaged throughout the consolidation process.

7. Conclusion
Identifying the current operational and route characteristics, physical assets, political, and
financial elements for each of the fixed-route bus service providers allows the study team to
identify potential areas of concern and barriers that would impeded consolidation. These barriers
and concerns have been divided into six categories: financial, policy/regulatory, operational,
attitudinal, informational, and legal. This section will outline each of the categories, identify
barriers, discuss how each barrier may impact consolidation, and provide a level of difficulty for
overcoming each barrier. A scale of difficulty was used based on the following: Easy, Moderate
Challenge, Very Challenging. Difficulty was determined based on the time to implement, cost,
complexity of the issue, and need for outside resources and expertise. How each barrier may be
overcome will be discussed in a separate Integration and Consolidation Options Report, as
different consolidation scenarios will require different approaches to overcoming each barrier.

7.1 Financial
Financial barriers are those which are identified costs, may impact funding formulas, or
uncertainties about savings. Four financial barriers have been identified that may impact
consolidation efforts (Table 20).
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Table 20. Financial Barriers

1
2
3
4

Barrier
Start-up Funding for Consolidation
Uncertainty About Financial Savings
Federal Funding Purposes
Cost Allocation

Level of Difficulty
Moderate Challenge
Easy
Easy
Moderate Challenge

1) Start-up Funding for Consolidation
 Start-up funding will be needed to establish a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) as well as to address legal issues, common branding, technology
standardization, audits, additional regional transit studies, and activity
coordination.
2) Uncertainty about Financial Savings
 There is some debate over whether consolidation will result in cost savings. The
cost-benefit analysis will clarify this question.
3) Federal Funding Purposes
 Federal monies are awarded for specific purposes. SPBS and METRO receive
5316 Jobs Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) federal funding.
If
consolidation were to occur, this money would still need to be used for its original
purpose.
4) Cost Allocation
 There is some uncertainty about cost allocation between participants and funding
agencies. How local communities fund transit (the local match) varies among
providers. The percent of local match for capital projects also differs.

7.2 Policy/Regulatory
Policy/Regulatory barriers are federal and state policies as well as internal rules and regulations
that transit providers have regarding fare structures, procurement or planning. Seven such
barriers have been identified that may impact consolidation efforts (Table 21).
Table 21. Policy/Regulatory Barriers

Barrier
5) Federal Rules
6) State Laws
7) Board Structure
8) Systems for Authorizing, Tracking, and Paying for Transportation
9) Planning Criteria
10) Vehicle Use
11) Fare Structures
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Level of Difficulty
Very Challenging
Moderate Challenge
Very Challenging
Easy
Easy
Easy
Moderate Challenge

5) Federal Rules
 METRO is the only provider with a 13(c) agreement10, and it should be noted that
breaking this agreement could result in the loss or delay of federal funding.
6) State Laws
 Maine law requires approval from all involved town councils to create a new
transit district. All municipalities must be within the same geographic public
transportation region to form a new transit district or seek approval from
MaineDOT. Currently SPBS and METRO are in district six and
ShuttleBus/ZOOM is in district eight, creating a new transit district would require
special approval from MaineDOT. Communities must be contiguous to form a
new district or seek approval from MaineDOT. With current board representation
from all three providers the region is noncontiguous; Scarborough separates Saco
from South Portland and does not have representation on the board. The existing
Greater Portland Transit District (METRO) also has its own unique set of
legislative rules governing board structure and expansion (described in more
detail in the next section).
7) Board Structure
 The METRO board has five representatives from Portland, three from Westbrook,
and two from Falmouth; ShuttleBus/ZOOM has three each from Old Orchard
Beach, Saco, and Biddeford; and SPBS reports to a seven-member town council.
None of these structures follow the model outlined by the state legislation for
determining the number of transit board members for each community of a
district. The law is as follows for each community: one representative plus an
additional one for each 10,000 residents, with a maximum of eight representatives
per community. Consolidating the boards may be a point of contention among
representatives. The current ShuttleBus/ZOOM board has even distribution
among communities, and under the state model this would change.
8) Systems for Authorizing, Tracking, and Paying for Transportation
 METRO handles all financials in-house and has been a direct recipient of federal
funding for several years. ShuttleBus/ZOOM and SPBS are new to receiving
direct federal funding, and to this point the cities of Biddeford and South Portland
have been handling the financials for these providers respectively.
9) Planning Criteria
 Each provider has a different methodology for determining headways, stop
spacing, and scheduling.

10

A 13(c) agreement protects transit employees who may be affected by Federal transit funding. If a transit
employee loses their job or is placed in a lower paying job due to Federal funding, Section 13(c) of the Federal
Transit Law requires that the grant recipient pay a displacement or dismissal allowance to the employee for a period
equal to the employee's length of service, not to exceed six years.
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10) Vehicle Use
 Certain vehicle types are required on certain routes. This can make scheduling
difficult and could increase spare parts, cost, and the spare ratio.
11) Fare Structures
 Each provider has different fare types, promotions, and media.

7.3 Operational
Operational barriers are those which would impact dispatch, on-the-road operations or
maintenance activities. Nine operational barriers have been identified that may impact
consolidation efforts (Table 22).
Table 22. Operational Barriers

12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

Barrier
Insurance and Liability
Service Types and Standards
Vehicle Specifications/Availability/Fuel type
FTA Spare Ratio
Paratransit Impact
Space Availability
Labor Arrangements
Communication Equipment
Variations in Technology

Level of Difficulty
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy
Very Challenging
Easy
Very Challenging
Easy
Easy

12) Insurance and Liability
 Each provider has different insurance and policies. Changing the number of
vehicles and employees could alter costs and requirements.
13) Service Types and Standards
 Providers have different operating procedures such as flag stop or not, and
seasonal versus year-round service.
14) Vehicle Specifications/Availability/Fuel Type
 Each provider has various vehicle types with each type requiring a different set of
mechanical skills. Under consolidation, mechanics would need to learn how to
service new types of vehicles.
15) FTA Spare Ratio
 Each provider’s fleet is currently under 50 vehicles, so the FTA is a bit more
lenient on the spare ratio requirements. Combined, the fleet would have more
than 50 vehicles, and this increased fleet size may require stricter adherence to the
FTA spare ratio requirement.
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16) Paratransit Impact
 Consolidation might expand the service area greatly. RTP provides the current
paratransit service to SPBS and METRO, while ShuttleBus/ZOOM operates on a
flex-route system. Under consolidation, the existing ShuttleBus/ZOOM service
area would need to be connected to the existing METRO/SPBS area via
paratransit, a service that does not currently exist.
17) Space Availability
 None of the providers have room to accommodate more indoor vehicle storage.
18) Labor Arrangements
 Not only are two of the providers unionized while one is not, but the two existing
union contracts for METRO and SPBS differ. There is also substantial concern
among operators about the potential of loss of employment or seniority as a result
of consolidation. If consolidation were to occur, it would need to be determined
how to combine the workforces while keeping each employee’s seniority level
intact.
19) Communication Equipment
 Existing communications systems are incompatible so none of the three providers
can communicate with each other over the radio.
20) Variations in Technology
 In addition to communication equipment, there are currently variations in
technology such as AVL, scheduling, fare box, accounting, and maintenance
software.

7.4 Informational
Informational barriers pertain to how the necessary data for reporting purposes is collected. Two
informational barriers have been identified that may impact consolidation efforts (Error!
Reference source not found.).
Table 23. Informational Barriers

Barrier
Data
Collection,
Reporting,
21) Accounting
22) Burden of Data Collection

Level of Difficulty
and
Easy
Easy

21) Data Collection, Reporting, and Accounting
 There is a lack of uniformity in data collection, reporting, and accounting. SPBS
and ShuttleBus/ZOOM are new to reporting data, and both receive a small
systems waiver which requires them to collect less-detailed data than METRO.
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22) Burden of Data Collection
 SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM are not set up to collect the type of data that would
be needed for standard FTA reporting, they currently file small-system waivers
with the FTA which are significantly less data intensive than the standard
reporting.

7.5 Attitudinal
Attitudinal barriers are those which reflect concerns of the providers, operators, and community.
Five attitudinal barriers have been identified that may impact consolidation efforts (Table 24).
Table 24. Attitudinal Barriers

23)
24)
25)
26)
27)

Barrier
Uncertainty About Shared Use of Resources
Skepticism About Benefits
Concern About Eliminated Positions
Local Control
Regionalization as a Negative Idea

Level of Difficulty
Easy
Easy
Moderate Challenge
Moderate Challenge
Moderate Challenge

23) Uncertainty about Shared Use of Resources
 There is uncertainty as to whether there is enough space to share existing
resources as it pertains to office and administration space.
24) Skepticism about Benefits
 There is some uncertainty as to whether consolidation would work. Providers
want assurance that if they proceed with consolidation but find that it does not
save money or does not work for other unforeseen reasons, then there is a
safeguard built in to undo consolidation.
25) Concern about Eliminated Positions
 SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM are not covered under 13(c) agreements, and there
is concern that consolidation will require the elimination of positions. To some,
consolidation equals downsizing so not all workers are protected.
26) Local Control
 Maine is a home rule state, and municipalities can be very protective of their local
control.
27) Regionalization as a Negative Idea


Regionalization has not always proven to be successful in Maine. Regionalization of
school systems has had mixed results, and this reinforced the ideal of protecting local
control.

7.6 Legal
Legal barriers pertain to federal legislation and designations. Two legal barriers have been
identified that may impact consolidation efforts (Table 25).
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Table 25. Legal Barriers

28)
29)

Barrier
13(c) Agreements
Designation as FTA Grant Recipient

Level of Difficulty
Very Challenging
Moderate Challenge

1) 13(c) Agreements
 Only METRO has a 13(c) agreement. There is a perception that this would mean
that in the event of consolidation and eliminating positions, SPBS and
ShuttleBus/ZOOM operators would be the first to go. A new 13(c) agreement for
the consolidated entity would need to be developed to protect current SPBS and
ShuttleBus/ZOOM employees. Developing a new 13 (c) agreement would be a
complex task and require legal consultation.
2) Designation as FTA Grant Recipient
 In places where there are multiple recipients of rural and urban federal transit
funding, there is the debate over who should be the direct recipient of FTA
funding. Should it be individual transit providers or an MPO? An issue can arise
when a rural transit provider is the sub-recipient of an urban provider and
perceives that the urban provider has too much control over funding. In Maine,
each provider is a recipient, and consolidation would create a new recipient. This
may change funding levels. FTA requires the Governor of the State or the State
DOT to certify the designated recipient for transit capital, operating and planning
funds.

7.7 Summary of Barriers
While no barrier is impossible to overcome, they must be recognized at the beginning of
consolidation in order to properly address the issue. Left overlooked these barriers could prevent
consolidation from occurring. While some of the barriers are more of things that the providers
need to be aware of such as what JARC funding is spent on, others can be costly and time
consuming if not dealt with properly such as with the union contracts. Moving forward the three
providers must recognize these barriers and work together to reach common ground in order to
move forward with consolidation.
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Arsenault Dossier Fleet Maintenance Software - http://www.arsenault.com/
CADAVL 5 Year Base Cost - from GPCOG
CADAVL Summary of Deliverables- from GPCOG
City of Portland – Assessors Data
City of South Portland – Assessors Data
City of South Portland Bus Dept. Organization Chart
City of South Portland New Municipal Services Facility Pamphlet
Clever Devices - http://www.cleverdevices.com/
CleverDevices Fixed Route System Description - from GPCOG
Cumberland County Transit Operations Study, Phase I (1989)
Cumberland County Transit Operations Study, Phase II (1990)
Enghouse Transportation - http://www.enghousetransportation.com/
Federal Transit Administration - Circular 9030.1D (Urbanized Area Program)
Federal Transit Administration - Circular 9040.1F (Non-Urbanized Area Program)
Federal Transit Administration - Circular 9050.1 (Job Access Reverse Commute)
Final Branding and Marketing Plan for Public Transit in the Greater Portland Region
(2013)
Greater Portland Council of Governments (GPCOG) http://www.gpcog.org/home/index.php
Greater Portland METRO - http://www.gpmetrobus.com/
LandAirSea Silver Cloud Sync - http://www.landairsea.com/gps-trackingnews/silvercloud-sync-plug-and-play-gps-tracker
Maine DOT Biennial Operations Plan, FY 2011 and FY 2012 (2011)
Maine Revised Statues - http://www.mainelegislature.org/legis/statutes/
MaineDOT Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
METRO 13(c) agreement 1975
METRO Bus Survey Results (2011)
METRO facility tour 11/20/2013 – meeting notes
METRO Operating Manual
METRO Organization Chart
METRO Passenger ON/Off Survey (2005)
METRO SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM operating questionnaire – developed by URS
METRO Union Contract Jan 2012-Dec 2014
METRO_SPBS_BSOOB Budget Aggregation FY 2013
METRO-RTP lease agreement and renewal
National Transit Database – RY 2012 Data Tables (Complete Set)
http://www.ntdprogram.gov/ntdprogram/data.htm
PACTS Regional Transit Coordination Study (2007)
Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System Transportation improvement
Program for Fiscal Years 2014-2017
Portland Peninsula Transit Study (2008)
Regional Bus Sign and Shelter Study Report and Implementation Guide (DRAFT, 2013)
Regional Route Study (2011)
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RFP For Transit CADL/AVL, RTPI System and addendums – issued by GPCOG
Ron Turley RTA fleet management - http://www.rtafleet.com/
SBOOB Active Vehicle Fleet
ShuttleBus/ZOOM Employee Policy and Procedure Handbook
ShuttleBus-ZOOM - http://www.shuttlebus-zoom.com/
South Portland Bus Service (SPBS) - http://www.southportland.org
South Portland Bus Service Passenger ON/Off Survey (2005)
South Portland Bus Service Survey Results (2011)
South Portland/Saco Bay Transit Study (2008)
Southern Maine Regional Transit Coordination Study (2011)
SPBS Bus Operators Contract 2011-2014
SPBS Driver Training and Work Rules
SPBS facility tour 11/21/2013 – meeting notes
Town of Biddeford – Assessors Data
Transit providers meeting 11/20/2013 – meeting notes
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Appendix A – 2011 Budget Information
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METRO

SPBS

SHUTTLEBUS/ZOOM

Service Indicators
Unlinked Passenger Trips

1,465,891

$248,635

172,734

Revenue Vehicle Miles

829,676

$189,331

405,934

Revenue Vehicle Hours

68,585

$14,375

18,563

Total Wages

$330,933

$69,763

$150,757

Total Fringe Benefits

$192,974

$26,873

$63,600

Marketing

$36,000

$3,452

$8,000

Legal Fees

$30,000

$2,440

$2,000

Audit Fees

$12,500

$1,500

$18,750

Training

$6,000

$25

$3,000

Debt Service - Interest

$34,300

$0

$9,000

Administration

$0

Other

$48,056

$12,250

$112,308

Commodities

$77,694

$14,536

$26,100

Insurance

$114,316

$14,510

$71,850

Total Operating Expenses

$882,773

$145,349

$465,365

Cost per Unlinked Passenger trip

$0.60

$0.58

$2.69

Cost per Vehicle Revenue Mile

$1.06

$0.77

$1.15

Cost per Vehicle Revenue Hour

$12.87

$10.11

$25.07

Transportation Operations

$0
Total Wages

$2,195,203

$517,354

$204,051

Total Fringe Benefits

$1,470,884

$199,308

$154,697

Fuel

$560,259

$145,966

$292,300

ADA

$230,739

$47,000

$0

Other

$10,529

$0

$0

Total Operating Expenses

$4,467,614

$909,628

$651,048

Cost per unlinked Passenger trip

$3.05

$3.66

$3.77

Cost per Vehicle Revenue Mile

$5.38

$4.80

$1.60

Cost per Vehicle revenue hour

$65.14

$63.28

$35.07

Maintenance

$0
Total Wages

$523,618

$58,768

$183,520

Total Fringe Benefits

$333,930

$22,643

$82,457

Parts

$374,322

$78,454

$297,026

Utilities

$222,200

$18,157

$27,700

Facility Maintenance/Upgrades

$36,000

$0

$0

Bus Shelter Repair and Maintenance

$17,000

$0

$0

Total Operating Expenses

$1,507,070

$178,022

$590,703

Cost per Unlinked Passenger trip

$1.03

$0.72

$3.42
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Cost per Vehicle Revenue Mile

$1.82

$0.94

$1.46

Cost per Vehicle Revenue Hour

$21.97

$12.38

$31.82

Revenue and Subsidies

$0

Local Operating Subsidy

$2,958,202

$724,495

$370,000

State Operating Subsidy

$86,391

$10,318

$9,516

Federal Operating Subsidy
Job Access and Reverse Commutes
Subsidy

$1,226,486

$158,127

$528,000

$70,000

$20,000

$0

Local Operating Subsidy ADA
Federal Subsidy Preventive
Maintenance

$230,739

$47,000

$0

$90,000

$0

$0

Fare Box Revenue

$1,789,653

$307,331

$410,600

Rental and Interest Income

$2,900

$0

$0

Contracts

$29,866

$0

$299,000

Advertising

$212,000

$12,727

$87,500

Miscellaneous Income

$111,220

$0

$2,500

$1,232,998

$1,707,116

$0
Total Operating Expenses

$6,857,457

Administration Department Budget
METRO

SPBS

SHUTTLEBUS/ZOOM

Service Indicators
Unlinked Passenger Trips

1,465,891

248,635

172,734

Revenue Vehicle Miles

829,676

189,331

405,934

Revenue Vehicle Hours

68,585

14,375

18,563

Total Wages

$330,933

$69,763

$150,757

Total Fringe Benefits

$192,974

$26,873

$63,600

Marketing

$36,000

$3,452

$8,000

Administration

Legal Fees

$30,000

$2,440

$2,000

Audit Fees

$12,500

$1,500

$18,750

Training

$6,000

$25

$3,000

Debt Service - Interest

$34,300

$0

$9,000

Other

$48,056

$12,250

$112,308

Commodities

$77,694

$14,536

$26,100

Insurance

$114,316

$14,510

$71,850

Total Operating Expenses

$882,773

$145,349

$465,365

Cost per Unlinked Passenger trip

$0.60

$0.58

$2.69
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Cost per Vehicle Revenue Mile

$1.06

$0.77

$1.15

Cost per Vehicle Revenue Hour

$12.87

$10.11

$25.07

Percentage of Admin Budget
METRO

SPBS

SHUTTLEBUS/ZOOM

Administration
Total Wages

37.5%

48.0%

32.4%

Total Fringe Benefits

21.9%

18.5%

13.7%

Marketing

4.1%

2.4%

1.7%

Legal Fees

3.4%

1.7%

0.4%

Audit Fees

1.4%

1.0%

4.0%

Training

0.7%

0.0%

0.6%

Debt Service - Interest

3.9%

0.0%

1.9%

Other

5.4%

8.4%

24.1%

Commodities

8.8%

10.0%

5.6%

Insurance

12.9%

10.0%

15.4%

Percentage of Overall Budget
METRO

SPBS

SHUTTLEBUS/ZOOM

Administration
Total Wages

4.8%

5.7%

8.8%

Total Fringe Benefits

2.8%

2.2%

3.7%

Marketing

0.5%

0.3%

0.5%

Legal Fees

0.4%

0.2%

0.1%

Audit Fees

0.2%

0.1%

1.1%

Training

0.1%

0.0%

0.2%

Debt Service - Interest

0.5%

0.0%

0.5%

Other

0.7%

1.0%

6.6%

Commodities

1.1%

1.2%

1.5%

Insurance

1.7%

1.2%

4.2%

Total Operating Expenses

12.9%

11.8%

27.3%

Transportation Department Budget
METRO

SPBS

SHUTTLEBUS/ZOOM

Service Indicators
Unlinked Passenger Trips

1,465,891

248,635

172,734

Revenue Vehicle Miles

829,676

189,331

405,934

Revenue Vehicle Hours

68,585

14,375

18,563

Transportation Operations
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Total Wages

$2,195,203

$517,354

$204,051

Total Fringe Benefits

$1,470,884

$199,308

$154,697

Fuel

$560,259

$145,966

$292,300

ADA

$230,739

$47,000

$0

Other

$10,529

$0

$0

Total Operating Expenses

$4,467,614

$909,628

$651,048

Cost per unlinked Passenger trip

$3.05

$3.66

$3.77

Cost per Vehicle Revenue Mile

$5.38

$4.80

$1.60

Cost per Vehicle revenue hour

$65.14

$63.28

$35.07

Total Wages

49.1%

56.9%

31.3%

Total Fringe Benefits

32.9%

21.9%

23.8%

Fuel

12.5%

16.0%

44.9%

ADA

5.2%

5.2%

0.0%

Other

0.2%

0.0%

0.0%

Total Wages

32.0%

42.0%

12.0%

Total Fringe Benefits

21.4%

16.2%

9.1%

Fuel

8.2%

11.8%

17.1%

ADA

3.4%

3.8%

0.0%

Other

0.2%

0.0%

0.0%

Total Operating Expenses

65.1%

73.8%

38.1%

Percentage of Transport Budget
Transportation Operations

Percentage of Overall Budget
Transportation Operations

Maintenance Department Budget
METRO

SPBS

SHUTTLEBUS/ZOOM

Service Indicators
Unlinked Passenger Trips

1,465,891

248,635

172,734

Revenue Vehicle Miles

829,676

189,331

405,934

Revenue Vehicle Hours

68,585

14,375

18,563

Total Wages

$523,618

$58,768

$183,520

Total Fringe Benefits

$333,930

$22,643

$82,457

Parts

$374,322

$78,454

$297,026

Utilities

$222,200

$18,157

$27,700

Facility Maintenance/Upgrades

$36,000

$0

$0

Bus Shelter Repair and Maintenance

$17,000

$0

$0

Maintenance
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Total Operating Expenses

$1,507,070

$178,022

$590,703

Cost per Unlinked Passenger trip

$1.03

$0.72

$3.42

Cost per Vehicle Revenue Mile

$1.82

$0.94

$1.46

Cost per Vehicle Revenue Hour

$21.97

$12.38

$31.82

Percentage of Maintenance Budget
Maintenance
Total Wages

34.7%

33.0%

31.1%

Total Fringe Benefits

22.2%

12.7%

14.0%

Parts

24.8%

44.1%

50.3%

Utilities

14.7%

10.2%

4.7%

Facility Maintenance/Upgrades

2.4%

0.0%

0.0%

Bus Shelter Repair and Maintenance

1.1%

0.0%

0.0%

Percentage of Overall Budget
Maintenance
Total Wages

7.6%

4.8%

10.8%

Total Fringe Benefits

4.9%

1.8%

4.8%

Parts

5.5%

6.4%

17.4%

Utilities

3.2%

1.5%

1.6%

Facility Maintenance/Upgrades

0.5%

0.0%

0.0%

Bus Shelter Repair and Maintenance

0.2%

0.0%

0.0%

Total Operating Expenses

22.0%

14.4%

34.6%
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Appendix B – Glossary of Terms
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Active Bus Fleet

-

Annual Actual Service
Vehicle Miles
Annual in Service Vehicle
Hours
Annual Vehicle Miles

-

Avg. Route Length (Min)

-

Bus Fleet Size (Active and
Inactive)

-

Cost per Unlinked Passenger
Trip
Fare box Recovery Ratio

-

Flag Stop

-

Headway

-

Headway Design

-

Mechanics to Vehicles Ratio

-

Medium Heavy Duty Bus

-

Nonrevenue Miles

-

Number of Days Operated
Operating Expense Per
Vehicle Revenue Mile
Passenger Miles Traveled
Passenger Trips per Vehicle
Hour

-
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-

-

-

The number of vehicles available to operate in revenue service
including spares, vehicles temporarily out of service for routine
maintenance and minor repairs and operational vehicles
The annual miles that vehicles travel in while in service plus
nonrevenue miles
The annual hours that vehicles travel while in revenue service plus
nonrevenue hours and layover/recovery time
The annual miles that vehicles actually travel while in revenue
service.
The time in minutes it takes for one vehicle to complete a full loop
and arrive back at where the route began.
The total vehicle count including the active bus fleet, spares,
contingency vehicles, Vehicles pulled from the active fleet but
awaiting sale, and Vehicles out of service for an extended period of
time for major repairs.
The total operating cost divided by the number of unlinked passenger
trips.
The percentage of operating costs which comes from the fares paid
by passengers.
Locations for which there are no bus stop signs, but passengers can
wave a bus to stop or request to be dropped off.
The time interval between vehicles moving in the same direction on a
particular route.
The policies which determine how a providers establishes the time
interval between consecutive vehicles on the same route.
The total number of mechanics divided by the fleet size which
includes both active and spare vehicles.
As defined by the FTA a bus 30 ft. in length, that seats 22-30 with a
gross vehicle weight of 16,000- 26,000.
The miles and hours that a vehicle travels when out of revenue
service. This includes leaving and returning to the garage, changing
routes, and when there is no expectation of carrying revenue
passengers.
The number of days during the week that a route operates
The total operating cost divided by the number of annual vehicle
miles
The cumulative sum of the distances ridden by each passenger.
The unlinked passenger trips divided by the annual actual service
vehicle hours. A measure of service efficiency that shows the
relationship between service inputs and consumption.

Passenger Trips per Vehicle
Mile

-

The unlinked passenger trips divided by the annual actual service
vehicle miles. A measure of service efficiency that shows the
relationship between service inputs and consumption.

Peak Vehicle Count

-

Rostering
Runcutting
Spare ratio

-

Standard Heavy Duty Bus

-

Unlinked Passenger Trips

-

The revenue vehicle count during the peak season of the year; on the
week and day that maximum service is provided.
Compiling daily duties into a weekly package of work
Breaking up of a vehicle schedule into driving shifts called duties
The number of spare vehicles divided by the vehicles required for
annual maximum service expressed as a percentage
As defined by the FTA a bus 35 to 60 ft. in length, that seats 27-40
with a gross vehicle weight of 33,000- 40,000.
The number of passengers who board public transportation vehicles.
Passengers are counted each time they board vehicles no matter how
many vehicles they use to travel from their origin to their destination.
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Appendix C – Acronyms
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ADA

Americans with Disabilities Act
American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
AFSCME
Union
APC
Automatic Passenger Counters
ATU
Amalgamated Transit Union
AVA
Automatic Voice Annunciation
AVL
Automatic Vehicle Location
CAD
Computer Aided Dispatch
CDBG
Community Development Block Grant
CNG
Compressed Natural Gas
FTA
Federal Transit Association
GPCOG
Greater Portland Council of Governments
GTFS
General Transit Feed Specification
ITS
Intelligent Transportation System
JARC
Jobs Access Reverse Commute
LED
light-emitting diode
MaineDOT
Maine Department of Transportation
METRO
Greater Portland Transit District
MHDB
Medium Heavy Duty Bus
NTD
National Transit Database
PACTS
Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System
RFP
Request for Proposal
RTP
Regional Transportation Program
RTPI
Real-time Passenger Information
SHDB
Standard Heavy Duty Bus
ShuttleBus/ZOOM Biddeford-Saco-Old Orchard Beach Transit Committee
SMCC
Southern Maine Community College
SMMC
Southern Maine Medical Center
SMPDC
Southern Maine Planning and Development Commission
SPBS
South Portland Bus Service
STIP
State Transportation Improvement Program
UMTA
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
UNE
University of New England
UZA
Urbanized Area
VHF
Very High Frequency
VLU
Vehicle Logic Unit
YCCAC
York County Community Action Corporation
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Appendix D – Benefits to Consolidation Memo
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Client:
Project Name:
URS Project No.:
Issue Date:

Greater Portland Council of Governments (GPCOG)
Greater Portland Region Transit Consolidation Feasibility Study
36939834
April 28, 2014

To:
From:

Steve Linnell and Jennifer Puser, GPCOG
Stephen Gazillo, URS Corporation

Greater Portland Region Transit Consolidation Feasibility Study
Potential Benefits to Consolidation – DRAFT
As part of the Greater Portland Region Transit Consolidation Feasibility Study, URS has
identified the following benefits to consolidating transit services in the Greater Portland Region.
As part of the Greater Portland Region Transit Consolidation Feasibility Study, URS has
identified the following benefits to consolidating transit services in the Greater Portland Region.
Passenger
1) Provide more bus service (by operating more efficiently)
 Consolidation can make the system more efficient by coordinating runs and creating
better connections within the downtown.
 More choices of hours, days off for drivers
 More efficient use of drivers
 Possible increase in frequency as a result of improved efficiencies, which could
increase ridership and bring more people into the downtown cores, improving the
overall economy.
 Consolidation may result in increased ridership which could decrease the number of
vehicle trips being made.
2) Unify fare structures
 A unified fare structure would position the region to possibly implement new fare
technology, review and expand current programs, and implement best practices.
 One easily understood fare structure and seamless service
3) Integrate and unify bus schedules
 All schedules would be consistently formatted and printed in the same manner which
improves passenger relations.
4) Integrate transit route planning
 Reduce duplicate service; reduce transfers
5) Provide a single point of contact for customers
 Centralized traveler information
 A single location to find schedule information.
6) Service continuity
 Uniform response to service disruptions
7) Unify marketing, public information and community outreach
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Consistent communication with the public in the same way. i.e. Facebook, Twitter,
Google Transit

Operating
8) Integrated asset management and capital improvement planning
 Unified methodology for identifying capital projects, equipment purchases and
identifying funding sources.
9) Streamline capital project execution
 METRO and SPBS are coordinating on new AVL/CAD technologies, consolidation
would streamline the process for integrating the technology with ShuttleBus/ZOOM.
The technology will improve operations and provide passengers with real-time
information.
10) Reduce number of annual and FTA audits
 Saves staff time and money.
11) Expand use of Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)
 This is important as the FTA pushes sustainability and alternative fuels. It would also
improve the air quality.
12) Leverage best practices from each agency
 Improved accounting for SPBS and ShuttleBus/ZOOM to meet FTA accounting
procedures
 Improved transit planning
 Developing service, determining routes and working with local communities.
13) Lay groundwork for further expansion/consolidation
 Consolidation may entice communities not currently served by transit to become
members of the district/RTA thereby expanding the service area. It may also act as a
stepping stone for other modes to join consolidation.
Financial
14) Take advantage of economies of scale
 Joint purchasing for fuel, insurance, benefit packages, vehicles, printing, etc.
15) Improve competitiveness for state and federal funding
 FTA is pushing for a regional approach when applying for non-formula funded
grants.
16) Optimize use of existing vehicles, equipment and facilities
 Possible decrease in capital spending through utilizing the existing equipment more
fully.
17) Simplify allocation, use and accounting for state and federal funds
Relationships
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18) Reduce Administrative complexity
 It will be easier for the other modes to interface with one provider than with three,
thus improving communication. It was noted that this has been a challenge in
Portland.
19) Streamline relationship with MaineDOT and FTA
 A smaller number of transit systems can make organizing and implementing technical
assistance, training, and special projects easier and more effective for state DOT staff.
20) Positive example of regionalization for Maine
21) Balance local and regional priorities
22) Unified voice (priorities & messaging) with stakeholders, private sector, legislature,
federal government
 With a unified voice representing more communities it would give the region more
political clout.
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